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HELLO GUYS AND GALS,
I hope to provide you with a little inspiration in this month’s issue, to tease
you out of the winter doldrums and get those cells firing in the direction of
new possibilities…
For starters, did you know that Australia has a shortage of trained
technicians? No? Well, we did. We look at the ins and outs of emigrating to
Oz and speak to Callum Casserley, a technician who traded his life in the
Scottish Lowlands with a new adventure in the Gold Coast of Australia, see
page 40.
If a move to the other side of the world does not appeal – how about
opening up your own workshop? We visit James Etherington in Surrey,
who set up his own business two years ago, to hear about the challenges
of going it alone and to get advice for others thinking of doing the same.
We also ask the experts for their advice on the many challenges
independents now face when diagnosing faults on the latest vehicles.
Check out our diagnostics feature on page 27, where you will find
information on the latest tools to help find and rectify faults, we look into
the rise of ADAS and have a case study on a CAN network fault.
And if you’d like to test your fault-finding skills, get involved with Autotech
2017, our annual campaign to support techs in their quest for superior
technical knowledge. Our Technical Partner Tech-Club has come up
with 20 multiple choice questions, which you can access on www.
autotechnician.co.uk. Give it a go and see how you get on! Entrants receive
free training material and are placed into a prize draw to win £200.
We have more practical advice than you can shake a stick at – with installer
tips, workshop write-ups and the first in a series of tech Q&As with the
RMI, as well as Dave Massey’s musings on being in a Fast & Furious postapocalypse daydream! What more could you possibly want, I ask you?
Have a fantastic month and do get in touch to share your stories.
Yes, we mean you!
Nicola St Clair
Editor in Chief
www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
www.twitter.com/autotech_mag
* View and download previous digital issues at
www.autotechnician.co.uk

To receive free issues in the post throughout 2017, register by
clicking ‘Subscribe’ at www.autotechnician.co.uk

Subscription to the printed bi-monthly magazine is free to those who fulfil the publisher’s criteria. UK independent workshops can subscribe
at www.autotechnician.co.uk/magazine-subscription-request. Six bi-monthly issues will be published throughout 2017 and will be mailed out free of charge to
qualifying readers - you must work in a UK independent workshop, have buying responsibility and reside in the UK. Those who do not meet the qualifying criteria
can request to receive a link to the digital issue free of charge or can opt to pay £25 for an annual subscription to receive an issue in the post.
All material, unless otherwise stated, is the copyright of Aftermarket Media Solutions Ltd and reproduction in whole or in part of any text, photograph or illustration,
without prior written permission of the publishers, is prohibited. While all due care is taken to ensure the content of Autotechnician is accurate, the publishers
cannot accept liability for omissions or errors. Any written material or pictures supplied by contributors are published in good faith and on the understanding they
are free from any copyright or other restrictions.
Published by: Aftermarket Media Solutions Ltd, 3a Market Deeping, Peterborough, Cambs PE6 8EA.
autotechnician.co.uk
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FANCY THE ROAD TRIP
OF A LIFETIME?
A new promotion from Delphi and The Parts Alliance
is offering six lucky garage customers the road trip of a
lifetime, along America’s iconic Route 66.

DIESEL SCRAPPAGE
SCHEME ON THE CARDS
A ‘targeted’ scrappage scheme for diesel cars could be
imminent, as part of plans to lower emissions and improve air
quality across the country. It has been confirmed that officials
in the Department for Transport and Defra are considering a
scheme in the worst polluted areas of the UK, which would
offer cashback or a discount on low-emission cars when
motorists trade in their old vehicles.
The news followed a dramatic turn of events in London last
month with Westminster Council introducing a 50 per cent
surcharge on parking for diesel cars and toxic air quality
levels being recorded in several London boroughs, resulting
in the city’s Mayor urging people to stay indoors until levels
improved.
The Transport Secretary, Chris Grayling, told the BBC: “The
irony is that a decade ago, because of concerns about carbon
emissions there was a drive towards diesel... that we now know
has a different set of negative effects and the Department for
the Environment is currently preparing, and will launch shortly,
our strategy to take tackling the diesel problem to the next
level.

NEWS

“There is no question that in the future we are going to have
to move to lower-emission vehicles. We need to do it soon...
I would like to see a migration of people away from current
technologies to lower-emission technologies. We are providing
incentives to do that now and we will be doing more in the
months ahead.”
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Meanwhile, Autotechnician contributor David Massey, of ADS
Automotive in Preston, appeared on the BBC’s One Show,
to give his no-nonsense opinion on the limited shelf life of
diesel vehicles, saying: “I deal with a lot of customers who
are incredibly angry because they were promised by the
government that these cars were cheap to buy, cheap to run
and cheap to repair – that’s no longer the case.”
autotechnician.co.uk

The ‘Dream Drive’ campaign runs from 1st March to
the end of April across The Parts Alliance’s South West
branches and through members Allparts, CES, GMF,
SC Motor Factors, Dingbro, BBC Superfactors and BMS
Superfactors.
Your chance to win comes in the form of a scratch card,
included with all sets of Delphi brake pads. In addition
to the six road trips, over £16,000 worth of Love2Shop
vouchers are up for grabs. Further prizes include Delphi
branded beanie hats, thermal mugs and baseball caps,
and a ‘taste of America,’ where winners will eat for free at
McDonalds, Burger King and KFC.
“Triple British Touring Car Champion Matt Neal will be
helping get the ‘Dream Drive’ message out,” said Julian
Goulding, UK Marketing Manager at Delphi. “It’s an
exciting initiative that we hope will really capture the
imagination of garages that place their trust in Delphi
brake pads.”
For the six lucky main winners, Route 66 awaits; the
all-American road trip starts in Chicago and finishes
at Santa Monica Pier in Los Angeles – travelling across
eight states en route. The winners will visit landmarks
including Lake Michigan, cowboy culture capital
Oklahoma City, Grand Canyon National Park, Las Vegas,
steakhouse centre Amarillo, the Hoover dam, plus iconic
stops like Cadillac Ranch, Midpoint Café and the Route
66 Auto Museum. The panoramic views in between can
be enjoyed from the comfort of a Ford Mustang.
The prize includes personalised itinerary, flights, hotel
accommodation and car hire, with the road trip taking
two weeks to complete.
“There’s a wealth of information on the Dream Drive
website, along with the location of the nearest
participating Parts Alliance branch,” says Simon Moore,
Head of Marketing at The Parts Alliance. “We wish all our
loyal customers the best of luck!”
www.dreamdriveusa.com

AUTOLOGIC DIAGNOSTICS
INTRODUCES ‘TRY BEFORE
YOU BUY’ PROGRAM
Autologic Diagnostics will introduce a Try before you
Buy program from March 31st 2017, offering workshops
direct access to its Fault2Fix Team, comprising 50+ master
technicians.
Technicians using any type of industry branded scan
tool will be able to gain hands-on repair advice and fix
solutions from master techs who have, on average, 15-20
years of on-the-job, OEM technical experience in European
automotive brands. Technicians can use Autologic’s
AssistMobile app, accessible from smartphones and
tablets, to directly reach the team and can also contact
them by phone or online through its website.

NOTHING LEFT TO
CHANCE

A new laboratory at Comma’s manufacturing plant in Gravesend,
Kent has been commissioned by its Brazilian parent company
Moove, as part of a multimillion investment programme to keep
the brand at the leading edge of lubricant, coolant and brake
fluid development.
Sales & Marketing Director Mike Bewsey comments: “The
emphasis today is on lubricants that enable a step change in
fuel efficiency and compliance with EU exhaust emissions and
environmental protection regulations. Coolant specifications
have to meet similarly strict standards of compliance, and the
new Comma laboratory is fully equipped to deliver what the
VM’s require as their new models come to market.”
In 2016, Comma tested over 10,000 pre-production raw material
samples and randomly checked a further 60,000 blend samples
before, during and at the end of production runs. Bewsey
continues: “By the time it’s filled, a typical Comma brand product
has been subject to 50 parameter tests on the blend and its
components.”

Autologic is rolling out AssistCredits, a payment program
that allows technicians to purchase credit for advice
on fixing faults. “A regional trial of a ‘Try before You Buy’
program stimulated a surprisingly strong demand from
customers, resulting in a review of our long-standing
approach of only offering support to customers using
our Autologic Assist software and hardware. Following
this market feedback, we decided to officially launch
a program where automotive technicians can directly
access our skilled and knowledgeable Fault2Fix team.
AssistCredits was determined to be the most logical
mechanism for allowing customers to purchase ‘fixes’ for a
vehicle in their shop,” explains Jeremy Fry, Chief Executive
Officer.

HOW WILL YOU SCORE?

NEWS

The first knowledge assessment of the 2017 Autotech campaign
is now live, on www.autotechnician.co.uk. The online test
comprises multiple choice questions to challenge your system
knowledge, theory and fault finding skills, and has been created
to help independent workshops identify areas of weakness and
rectify this gap with some free training material, courtesy of
Autotech’s Technical Partner, Tech-Club.
Autotech 2017 is sponsored by ACtronics and Dayco.

autotechnician.co.uk
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THE THREAT OF 4-1-1 RETURNS
IS VEHICLE SAFETY ABOUT TO CRASH IN THE UK?

Comparison by UK Government on road deaths for various countries in 2014
Country
Sweden

Road Deaths

Deaths per million MOT/PTI being
of population
conducted

270

28

Yes

3-2-1

UK

1,854

29

Yes

3-1-1

Germany

3,368

42

Yes

3-2-2

France

3,384

51

Yes

4-2-2

Italy

3,330

55

Yes

4-2-2

USA

32,675

102

No

NA

Back in 2012, the government toyed
with the notion of changing the MOT
frequency, and more recently in July
2015, Chancellor George Osborne stated
that he viewed the safety check as a
costly burden on motorists.
Sadly, this is again up for debate. The
government recently launched a Public
Consultation on proposed changes to
the MOT, which suggests extending
a vehicle’s first MOT to four years and
every year thereafter, commonly referred
to as ‘4-1-1’.
The DfT are proposing three options:
Option 1: No change, maintain the
current period for vehicles requiring a
first MOT at three years
Option 2: Extend the first MOT for all
vehicles currently requiring an MOT at
three years, to four years

NEWS

Option 3: As Option 2, excluding
vans in classes 4 and 7, where we will
maintain the current MOT three year
first test timing

6

MOT introduction
age and frequency

The Garage Equipment Association was
quick to oppose the 4-1-1 proposal,
warning the change would increase
road accidents. The GEA states that 17%
of Class 4 and 36% of Class 7 vehicles
autotechnician.co.uk

fail their first MOT at 3 years and that
the MOT emission test is the first
independent emission test conducted
since the vehicle was type approved, so
should these vehicles be on the road
for a further year? The GEA also points
out that the MOT is the first time that
a vehicle’s mileage is documented,
delaying this for a further year could
increase the advantage gained by
clocking a vehicle by 25%.
The Retail Motor Industry, RMI, is also
strongly in favour of no change being
made. Stuart James, RMI Director,
comments: “This is an unnecessary
consultation and there are several
reasons why the benefits promoted by
government are seriously outweighed
by the pitfalls. At the three-year period
alone, this change will see 400,000
unroadworthy cars on the road for
another 12 months and no official
mileage recorded until year 4.
“Although modern cars are better built
than ever before, factors such as the
condition of Britain’s roads combined
with high mileages mean that modern
cars should be checked more often but,
in many cases, go for many months or
even years without being seen by an
industry professional.

“This proposal would, without doubt,
cost consumers more in repair costs,
incentivise ‘clockers’ and be detrimental
to the UK’s excellent road safety record
for no particular gain.”
The RMI is part of ProMOTe, a broadbased coalition representing road safety
groups, motoring organisations and
industry bodies and all are opposed to
this proposal.
If this gets passed, how long will it be
until they suggest extending the MOT
interval to every two years, thereafter?

HAVE YOUR SAY BEFORE
APRIL 16!
You can respond online at www.gov.uk/
government/consultations/extendingfirst-mot-date-to-4-years or email
MOT411consultation@dft.gsi.gov.uk. If
you feel the UK should not change the
introduction age of cars into the MOT
from 3 years old (3-1-1) to 4 years old
(4-1-1) you should contact your local MP.
You can find your MP at
www.theyworkforyou.com/mps.
COMMENTS FROM OUR
FACEBOOK COMMUNITY:
Russell H: “That’s silly. Many people
don’t maintain their vehicles
enough as it is, and a lot of 4-yearold cars can have 60/70k (on the
clock)”
Paul C “Three years is too long
for many cars. MOT tests should
be abolished and replaced by
mandatory servicing.”
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most advanced machines in the ﬁeld of research & diagnosis, also a range of fully automatic ultrasonic bonding machines (to
remanufacture the most advanced modern hybrid ECU’s)

′Remanufactured to last′
Unit 3, Brunel Court, Brunel Way, Severalls Business Park, Colchester, Essex CO4 9XP, United Kingdom
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IT’S TIME TO TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE!
Autotechnician magazine has been compiling a series of online
assessments for Autotech 2017, with our Technical Partner,
Peter Coombes of Tech-Club, and the first online test of the year
is now live!
Hundreds of you took the tests throughout 2016
to see how you’d score when faced with multiple
choice questions covering vehicle systems, diagnostic
procedures, component knowledge and theory and we
will have a series of questions added to the Autotech
section of www.autotechnician.co.uk over the coming
months to test your vehicle knowledge and faultfinding skills.
The Autotech campaign aims to help technicians
identify where they may be falling down in order to
support them on their way up – so we provide the free
assessments to independent technicians and, once a
brief entry form is completed, the test can be taken
and the scores are instantly sent back.

A copy of your answers, with the correct ones marked,
will be emailed to those who take part, to identify areas
you may need to work on and supporting training
material will help you do just that!
The first Autotech 2017 assessment is now live, register
or log on at www.autotechnician.co.uk/registration to
have a go, you can also take any existing tests you may
have missed.
Entrants will automatically be placed into a prize
draw to win £200 tax-free cash when the next
assessment goes live later this Spring.

Supporting technicians who invest in their future
8
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LET’S GET
TOGETHER!

THIS SEPTEMBER
T
U
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Autotechnician will once again be staging a Big
Day Out event this September, bringing technicians
and workshops owners together to enjoy top notch
presentations from independent trainers, a bit of
banter and fabulous food, and the possibility to win
a few goodies in our notorious raffle!

“With technology changing and evolving
continuously, our knowledge must do the
same – ongoing training is essential.
“ACtronics as a company is always learning
about the latest technology and this
means lots of work for our Research and
Development team, who work non-stop
on new units, new faults and ways to
remanufacture them.
“Keeping up with new technology is what
makes us competitive when it comes to
remanufacturing electronic automotive
components. Knowledge is power and this
is why we support Autotech in its mission
to help technicians stay ahead of the game,
providing online knowledge assessments
and training material, as well as the Big Day
Out event.”

The event will be held on a Saturday at a Midlands/
South East venue. Details will be announced in the
next issue – if you’d like to be added to the invite list,
email Nicola@autotechnician.co.uk, who will let you
know when tickets go on sale.

“Dayco, a leading OE manufacturer of power
transmission components and systems, is an
advocate of raising skills and promoting training
to help technicians do the best possible job and
benefit fully by fitting its high-quality products.
“Dayco has pioneered technological developments
such as its High Tenacity, or ‘white’, timing belts
that are now a standard feature on most modern
high performance diesels and, as Ford’s principle
supply partner, the belt in oil (BIO) alternative to
the traditional chain driven system. It is with such
forward thinking developments in mind that it
has partnered with Autotech 2017 to support
technicians committed to improve their skills.”

“As creators of Learnguistics
online technician training,
Tech-Club is pleased to be
associated with Autotech, due
to the obvious commitment
of the Autotechnician team
to promote professionalism,
skills and knowledge within
an industry that is dealing
with increasingly sophisticated
automotive technologies.”
Peter Coombes, Tech-Club

For more information regarding the OEM quality
power transmission products in the Dayco range,
please email: info.uk@dayco.com or visit:
www.dayco.com

UKAT, the number one forum for independent workshop
owners and technicians, is to work exclusively with
Autotechnician magazine and the Autotech assessment.

workshops and we feel that both the magazine and their
online assessment Autotech will only benefit UKAT’s
members.”

Peter Warman, owner of UK AutoTalk and proprietor of AFS
Redhill, says “Autotechnician is leading the way, delivering
excellent technical and training content to independent

Autotechnician is extremely pleased to be working with
UKAT as our mission is one and the same, to support
independent workshops in an ever-changing environment.
autotechnician.co.uk
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FIXING FAULTY ECUS

ACTRONICS EXPLAINS HOW IT TAKES THE HASSLE OUT OF DEFECTIVE ELECTRICS

When motorists see the orange engine
management light come up on the instrument
cluster, straight away they assume it’s not going
to be an easy fix and that electrics and Engine
Control Unit faults can cost a lot of money to
resolve, this is not necessarily the case.
When there is an issue with the ECU, there are two common
outcomes, either the fault codes will indicate possible areas
where the fault lies or there is no communication with the ECU.
Testing other units or testing for continuity in the wiring can
confirm whether the ECU itself is at fault.
When we see faulty ECUs, common fault codes generated are
injector signal issues, faults on the 5-volt circuit, immoboliser
faults, vehicle non-starting and multiple varying fault codes.

AUTOTECH

The ECU is a complicated and intricate part of the vehicle and
there will be many fault codes present when we test them
just because they are removed from the vehicle. So, it is vital
to have the correct diagnosis, fault codes and description of
the fault to give our engineers the best possible chance of
pinpointing the problem and being able to fully remanufacture
the unit.
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When confirming whether the ECU is at fault, always check the
CAN-Bus line and the continuity between the units, making
sure there are no breaks or grounding out of wires, as these
issues can trigger fault codes that point towards the ECU.

WE GET TO WORK ON THE FAULTY ECU
When confirming that there is a fault within the ECU, this is
where ACtronics goes into action. After the ECU has been fully
tested and diagnosed, with all wiring checks completed; the
workshop provides us with the part number so we can then
confirm it is an ECU we can remanufacture. We then advise
if we need any extra parts to fully test the ECU, such as the
immoboliser units on the vehicle, which could include the key
for the car, the Instrument Cluster and Body Control Modules,
to name a few.
The process is pretty much similar for all units we can
remanufacture, so instead of an ECU as the example being
used, you can apply it to instrument clusters, ABS units or
throttle bodies.
We will always test any unit before doing any remanufacture
work, so that we can see the fault for ourselves. Due to
the wide range of vehicles that have parts that we can
remanufacture, we have extensive testing facilities and
equipment within our workshop, which includes Snap-On
Diagnostics equipment, VAG-Com and Vision, to name a few.
If you have any ECU, ABS, Instrument Cluster, TCU, Throttle Body
or Display issues, please call our sales team on 01206 849 920
or email info@actronics.co.uk.

Actronics is a primary sponsor of Autotechnician’s online Autotech assessment
– test your knowledge now at www.autotechnician.co.uk/registration and receive training
material along with your score and correct answers.
autotechnician.co.uk

Thousands of prizes to win!

Purchase Delphi brake pads during March and April* and you have the chance to win
amazing prizes, including the trip of a lifetime along America’s iconic Route 66.
*Through participating distributors

Chicago

St. Louis

Grand Canyon

dreamdriveusa.com
for more information
delphiautoparts.com

Las Vegas

Los Angeles

THE TRUTH IS OUT THERE

JOHN TINHAM MOTOR
ENGINEER, CHELMSFORD
JOHN OFTEN FINDS HIMSELF TAKING ON JOBS THAT OTHERS CAN’T FIX, THIS MONTH HE REPORTS ON
A KUGA, WHICH APPARENTLY JUST NEEDS THE KEYS CODED…
The car in question was a 2010 Kuga, which found its way to
us after a garage had undertaken some suspension repairs and
thereafter, could not start the car. My wife initially took the call
and was asked ‘how much to code the keys?’ The customer
rang again the next day asking me to perform the work at the
garage – I began to smell a rat. I explained that I would rather
not do the job at the premises after hours as I’d need internet
access and battery support. I was then told that a new battery
had already been fitted but the vehicle had not started for over
a month.
I explained how to initialise the keys, as this model Kuga will
go into an energy-saving mode if it does not receive a signal
from the key remote – manually unlocking the door usually
re-initialises the keys. After further discussion and questions of
how much it would cost, the customer had the car delivered to
my workshop. The recovery driver laughed and said it was the
fifth garage he had taken the car to and no doubt he would be
taking it away yet again.

WORKSHOP FIX

The vehicle was dead and nothing worked. I forgot to mention
that the front panel and headlamps were missing and, oh
dear, the suspension work was the result of an accident.
We started by checking the battery, it only had 2.39 volts!
Another battery was fitted to continue testing. We checked
the output of the keys, only to find one had a missing battery.
Not bad, considering this was supposed to be a simple key
programming job!
With the key in the car and the ignition switched on via the
power button, the immobiliser light started to blink. On a
Ford, if the ignition is left on for one minute, the light will
start to blink a fault code – in this case ‘1.6’, which relates to
a data transfer code. We plugged in the IDS and attempted
to communicate with the vehicle. No communication was
autotechnician.co.uk
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and this revealed three broken wires, 2 CAN high, 1 CAN low
and a partially cut power supply cable.
On this vehicle, the CAN high has two wires that go into
the power steering module – both were cut clean through
and one showed signs of shorting to the positive cable. We
then carried out a repair to the loom, staggering the repairs
as necessary. We rechecked the resistance at the diagnostic
socket via the CAN test box and now we had 60 ohms as
expected. Unfortunately, we still had 5 volts in both high and
low CAN and a no crank/no start immobilised vehicle, so the
next course of action was to disconnect control units that were
connected to the powertrain bus. When we disconnected the
ABS module, we lost the 5-volt feed into the CAN system, the
vehicle then started to communicate.
We checked with the customer to obtain authorisation to
fit a new ABS module. A new module was installed and
programmed, a new battery fitted to the second remote
and the vehicle started. Strangely, no key programming was
required! When we checked for a parasitic amp draw, we
found a 0.009 amp draw, which was well within specifications.
Unfortunately, the accident damage to the wiring had put 12
volts into the CAN line and damaged the ABS module, this was
causing the battery drain.
The vehicle had a hefty bill. You cannot quote on a job like this,
as people would like, but keeping the customer informed is the
best way to proceed.
I have heard it said about myself – “He will fix your car, but he
will charge you”. If we go about diagnostics in the right way,
isn’t it right we should get paid for our time?

possible as the IDS requires the chassis number from the
PCM to determine the vehicle. Yes, there are other ways to
enable IDS to communicate, e.g. entering the tear tag from
the PCM, but at this stage we decided to stop and liaise with
the customer – after all, it was only supposed to be a key
programming job!

THE PLOT THICKENS

WORKSHOP FIX

After speaking to the customer, it transpired the vehicle had
been involved in a major accident. The suspension had been
damaged and the vehicle had not started since. A new battery
had been fitted and had consequently gone flat. So now we
were faced with a non-starting vehicle with a parasitic battery
drain. We were informed that the wiring had been thoroughly
checked as part of the repairs already undertaken and a new
power steering module had also been fitted. We agreed a time
limit with the customer to carry out further investigations.

14

A battery support unit was hooked up to the vehicle to
maintain voltage throughout testing and we first turned our
attention to the non-communication of the powertrain control
module. We fitted the Pico CAN test box to the diagnostic
socket and performed a resistance check across the CAN high
and low – pins 6 and 14. This was found to be open circuit –
we were looking for a resistance of 60 ohms. In addition, we
checked the voltage at pins 6 and 14 only to find a constant 5
volts. We inspected the wiring in the area of the crash damage
autotechnician.co.uk

If you would like to share a Workshop
Fix with Autotechnician readers,
email Nicola@autotechnician.co.uk

Improved quality
for better performance.
New

technologies

Champion offers fuel, oil, air and cabin filters for all applications. Today, we present
our new range to you. As we are dedicated to quality, we further improved the
performance and reliability of our filters.
That’s why we used the latest technologies - such as new media Micro fiber glass and
Melt-blown media. Another example of how Champion leads the way in innovation!

CHAMPION FILTERS, CLEAN TO THE CORE

Champion® is a registered trademark of Federal-Mogul Motorparts

HOW TO DIAGNOSE A MISFIRE
BY DAVE MASSEY, ADS AUTOMOTIVE

I love the word ‘misfire’, it is the most
misused expression in the technician’s
vocabulary! Simplistically, it falls into
three categories: Ignition malfunction;
mechanical faults or fuelling errors.
There we are – all done, end of topic?
Well, not quite. Let me spend the next
700 or so words expanding on why and
how. Rather than ‘misfire’, ‘combustion
failure’ or ‘anomaly’ is the correct
expression and there are several routes
to explore to find the underlying cause
of incomplete combustion.

HOW TO…

MECHANICAL PROBLEMS

16

Engines now include variable valve
timing on all cams and variable lift,
much of which depends on hydraulics
and/or electronic actuators. Incorrect
oil specification or service intervals are
prime causes of valve timing errors.
Many also have flexible oil pressure
control with PCM mapped piston
cooling. Direct fuel injection requires
precise fuel delivery, this includes
induction turbulence control. Intake
ducts, flaps and valve gears often suffer
from carbon contamination, a very
common cause of transient throttle
combustion malfunction. Worn valve
guides affect critical pressures in the
combustion preparation phase.
Careful interpretation of the scan
tool’s live data stream (parameter IDs),
autotechnician.co.uk

paying particular attention to adaptive
correction values (fuel trim), can help
provide an indication of a cylinder
underperforming. Conducting a real
time in-cylinder pressure evaluation,
using the Pico WPS, provides a clear
picture of what is happening inside the
cylinder.
Note my choice in words carefully! As
there is no such thing as vacuum, it does
not exist! Its pressure differential relative
to atmosphere. As the piston moves on
the downward strokes, the volume of
the cylinder is increased and a change
in pressure occurs. This change is
referred to as the expansion void. Careful
scope examination will expose discrete
anomalies in the operation of cams and
valve gear. The two voids indicate intake
efficiency and valve overlap map timing.

FUELLING ISSUES
The latest fuel injection systems now
use fuelling maps, which incorporate
infinite control deviation, stratified
and homogenous delivery modes,
split injection timing on both intake
and compression strokes, as well as
sequential quantity, current correction
and simple trim deviation.
The injectors must atomise the fuel
correctly across a pressure range of
40-200 bar. The inductance values

are a precise requirement if opening
and closing timing is to be met. The
introduction of port and direct injection
to reduce particulate emissions
introduces complex fuel mapping of
timing, quantity, delivery method and
pressure.
To help diagnose issues, carry out
detailed evaluation of fuel trim
values, cylinder deviation, ignition
timing correction and exhaust gas
temperatures. Further evaluation can be
carried out by removing the injectors
and conducting precise testing on a
bench flow tester such as the ASNU kit,
which will highlight any problems with
spray pattern or flow rate.

IGNITION PROBLEMS
So finally, we arrive at the easy bit!
Think again, not only must the ignition
system generate the correct energy
required for complete combustion, it
must deliver it totally. I don’t subscribe
to the manufacturers plug life guide
as it has no allowance for operating
environment deviation, fuel quality or
servicing regime. I own a Seat Leon
Cupra 280, the official plug replacement
interval is what? You can find the
answer at the end of the article. Plugs
must now be torqued so the angle of
the electrode is correctly aligned with
the injector. Ignition control is also

symmetrical pattern at the end of the
burn period qualifies the condition of
the coil windings, condition as well as
good insulation. 4/ Firing line voltage,
the net value of energy required to
overcome the path between the coil
and the spark plug. It’s the physical
circuit as well as the plug condition
and can be effected by in cylinder
environment changes.
PicoScope evaluation using voltage
and time, evaluation of spark profile
and primary current path assessment
– there is simply no other way. It’s vital
you know specific system values as they
differ across system types.

CONCLUSION

Although serial data offers some
insight into ignition performance such
as extensive misfire monitoring, it
does not provide definitive diagnostic
evidence. Four critical elements in order
of importance are: 1/ Ignition burn

time, the precise length of the energy
cross over. Its affected my many of the
previous problems, notwithstanding its
passage through the fuel air mixture,
expressed as slope and turbulence. 2/
Primary current control, the inductance
in primary is vital for correct secondary
energy generation. The saturation time
‘dwell’ controls current flow and peak
value, but it’s the speed and nature of
magnetic field interruption that ensures
good induction. 3/ Coil ringing, the

The conclusion? I guess I should leave
this to you, but if you need help, visit
our ADS Training Academy in Preston or
Autoinform Live in Edinburgh on 18/19
March, email enquiries@ads-global.
co.uk for course details. Frank will also be
joining Autotechnician at the Technical
Workshop Theatre from June 6 to 8 at
Automechanika Birmingham.
We hope to see you soon! Oh yes, the
answer? Six years.

HOW TO…

sequentially mapped and corrected;
knock monitoring, exit temperatures
and lambda data are just some of the
variables as well as multiple strike
features.

autotechnician.co.uk
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Comfort and performance

Leading the way

Car clutches from SACHS
Constantly at the forefront of technology - SACHS
develop new clutch designs and actuation systems to
cope with the ever increasing demands of the World‘s
leading vehicle manufacturers. SACHS has supplied
the automotive industry for more than 75 years.
From giant 430mm pull type clutch for heavy truck to
super light F1 carbon fibre racing clutches - SACHS
have a clutch for virtually every conceivable
application.

www.zf.com/uk
18
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So Solid Crew? DMFs and SMFs
WHEN A DMF HAS SPUN ITS LAST, SHOULD
YOU ALWAYS REPLACE LIKE-FOR-LIKE, OR
SHOULD YOU OFFER CUSTOMERS THE SMF
OPTION? ALEX WELLS INVESTIGATES

The use of the Dual Mass
Flywheel (DMF) in clutch
systems is now very common
– every second vehicle built
in Europe is fitted with a DMF
as original equipment. The
technology is used by vehicle
manufacturers around the
world to efficiently remove
harmful vibrations from the
drive train.
The DMF dampens torque
variation by splitting the
flywheel mass into two, with
an array of large arc springs
inside the sandwich. A compact
DMF (or DFC) can encompass
the whole clutch, including
pressure plate and friction disc.

When a DMF finally wears out and needs to be replaced, some garages will offer
a Single Mass Flywheel (SMF) as an option. SMFs offer a more traditional set-up
with direct contact between the engine and clutch. They can be cheaper to
install due to the lower cost of the part. Technically, the heavy mass of the solid
flywheel reduces engine vibration.
The development of the DMF clutch has provided improved driver comfort
and refinement, but SMF kit suppliers say the DMF design makes it difficult for
heat built up during operation to be dissipated through the two masses of the
flywheel. However, DMF suppliers point out that the heat build-up is expected
and not actually a problem.
DMFs are designed and engineered for each specific application in conjunction
with the vehicle manufacturer, who then tests, approves and fits it as original
equipment. SMFs are not a VM-approved replacement and fitting one may affect
any warranty remaining on the vehicle.
In addition, it is possible that related components in the drivetrain may be put
under greater strain if a DMF is replaced with an SMF.
autotechnician.co.uk

CLUTCH

Freeplay and bearing ‘rock’
need be measured when the
DMF is checked during clutch
servicing to determine whether
the flywheel is functioning
adequately.

SINGLE MASS FLYWHEELS
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THE VIEW FROM THE
WORKSHOP
When replacing a DMF, do
you go down the SMF route
or replace like-for-like? Nigel
Yardley owns Yardley’s Garage,
based in Sutton-in-Ashfield,
Nottinghamshire. He says: “We
always do like-for-like. We’ve
never fitted a solid flywheel
conversion and have no
intention of doing so.

SMFS ARE THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR CERTAIN VEHICLES
Commenting on the Single Mass Flywheel, Malcolm White, product director at Borg
& Beck says: “The best solution on certain vehicles is SMF. The SMF allows DMFs to be
replaced with a traditional solid flywheel and clutch kit. This has been made possible
through development of the long travel damper. Borg & Beck created a damper capable
of 40o of torsional movement, comparable with movement typical of the originally
installed DMF.
“Some early SMFs made by other manufacturers had dampers that could only reach 20o
of torsional movement, which led to the concept being viewed with scepticism in some
quarters. Our innovations mean the SMF provides a practical option.”

IDENTIFY THE CAUSE
OF FAILURE

“Why would the manufacturers
have gone to the expense of
putting something in if they
could have done it cheaper? It’s
not like them to do that. That’s
the way I look at it. They did it for
a reason.
“There were a pair of
demonstration BMWs at
Autoinform a while back, one
had the original DMF, the other
had a solid flywheel conversion.
One of my guys had a run out in
both of them. He commented
on how noticeably different they
were.”
Shaun Spooner is the owner of
Shaun Spooner Autos, based
in Cheadle. He says: “I never fit
solid conversions. When they first
appeared, I fitted one to a 2001
Ford Transit 2.4L RWD. After a
week, it came back on a recovery
truck with a massive hole in the
side of the gearbox, so I replaced
it. A fortnight later it was back
again – the new gearbox was
noisy so it was removed and sent
back under warranty.

CLUTCH

“The gearbox supplier rejected
the claim saying the solid
conversion had caused excess
wear on the internals. I would
have normally argued the
point, except I had never told
the supplier I had fitted a solid
conversion.
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“That was a big lesson learned
for me and I’ve never fitted one
since. Oddly though, I have since
had fliers from Ford advertising
their range of genuine Ford solid
conversion kits for Transit vans.
I notice they also supply a front
crankshaft pulley, although I
never really dare try another one.”

autotechnician.co.uk

All good things must come to an end:
“Like any other component, the DMF is
a wearing part,” observes Malcolm Short,
Technical Services Manager at Schaeffler
(UK) Ltd.

Borg & Beck clutch parts

COST ADVANTAGES
Malcolm White continues: “The cost of
a subsequent replacement is reduced
further by the fact that the flywheel
does not need to be changed with the
rest of the clutch components.
“Perhaps the greatest benefit to the
motorist is the fact that the heat
issues inherent with the DMF system
are nullified when the solid flywheel
replacement is fitted. This is because the
traditional design of the system allows
the heat to be absorbed through the
flywheel and dissipated through the
flywheel housing.
“Making the choice between direct
replacement and opting for a SMF
depends on the vehicle and usage.
Vehicles that have high annual mileage,
low speed city driving applications, or
LCV and taxi applications operating in
a demanding environment, experience
the most DMF related problems.
Examples include the Vauxhall Combo,
Fiat Ducato, Ford Transit and the Toyota
Avensis.”
He adds: “Despite what is said or felt
about SMFs, Borg & Beck SMFs offer
a solution for vehicles where the
original DMF is unable to dissipate heat
effectively, they offer greater longevity
over DMF technology and they are
much more cost-effective to replace. “

“While it is essentially engineered to
last a long time under normal operating
conditions, it can wear out quicker
under certain circumstances. If a DMF
does fail, it is very important to not just
replace it, but to correctly identify the
cause of the failure.
“Just installing a new DMF or converting
it to an alternative system, may not fix
the underlying problem and you will be
heading for another premature failure.
“It is worth remembering that
replacing the DMF with a non-genuine,
unapproved and untested conversion
kit will not fix any existing problems.
In fact, converting could transfer even
more abnormal vibrations through the
drive train and lead to further expensive
repairs.
“Fitting a solid flywheel replacement will
also have a detrimental effect on fuel
consumption, which has been found to
increase by as much as 13% under strict
test conditions.”

DMF - Box fresh and ready to go

BAD VIBRATIONS, GOOD
DIAGNOSIS
“Many factors can lead to abnormal vibration
levels,” says Schaeffler’s Malcolm Short. Every
professional mechanic should be aware of all of
them to accurately diagnose and repair the real
fault.”
ENGINE ‘MISFIRES’: Both static and
under load
UNEVEN RUNNING: Cylinder to cylinder
imbalance will have a major effect
COMPRESSIONS: Low compression on one
cylinder will create an engine imbalance

ACCURATE ADVICE
Prevention is better than cure says Malcolm Short: “Driving
style is a major factor in protecting the DMF from premature
wear and possible failure. Advising customers to drive
sensibly and using the correct gears will always deliver the
best fuel economy, plus protect the engine and drive train
from wear.

“You should always be prepared to offer simple and
accurate advice about DMFs, explaining what work
is required to maintain your customer’s car to the
standards they expect.
“A DMF may cost a little more than a solid conversion
kit, but the possible fuel savings and security of using OE
components considerably outweigh the risks associated
with changing the engineering integrity of the engine.”

STARTING ISSUES: Coughing and
spluttering on start up will create extra
vibration
CRANKING SPEED: Slow cranking speeds
will cause prolonged and excessive activity
within the DMF
Towing excessive loads will push a DMF
beyond its limits, common with LCVs
CHIP TUNING: The damping rate of every
DMF is individually tuned to the engine
to which it is fitted, choosing to ‘mod’ the
engine or ECU can drastically shorten the life
of the DMF
DRIVING STYLE: Trying to save fuel by
driving in the wrong gear will labour the
engine and create more vibration, this is
common with taxis.

DMF CHECKPOINT
Schaeffler’s LuK DMF CheckPoint is a mobile app for
mechanics regularly servicing clutch systems including a
DMF.

CLUTCH

You simply enter a LuK DMF part number into the app
and instantly see all the correct operating tolerances and
bolt torque settings that are unique to each DMF.
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The app also links to REPXPERT and the REPXPERT
technical hotline.

autotechnician.co.uk

FIGURE 1: Parallel and angular
misalignment of gearbox

BEST PRACTICE CLUTCH FITTING
ZF Services UK supplies original equipment clutches and associated driveline
components under its Sachs brand and as with any product, a certain level
of warranty returns are expected, despite stringent checks at every stage of
manufacture and quality assurance procedures. However, where Sachs clutch
assemblies are concerned, investigation has revealed that the problem is related
more to fitting technique than to product quality.

OIL AND FLUID LEAKS

• Misalignment of the gearbox during fitting
• Excess and/or incorrect lubricant applied to the gearbox input shaft or clutch
driven plate splines
• Oil leaks from engines and gearboxes contaminating clutch friction linings
• Distortion of the clutch cover
• Distortion of the clutch driven plate.
Here’s how to prevent them…

CLUTCH COVER DISTORTION

GEARBOX MISALIGNMENT
The gearbox input shaft should form a natural extension of the engine crankshaft,
aligned on precisely the same axis. Where misalignment occurs, this may be parallel
i.e. input shaft offset sideways/above/below the crankshaft axis but still parallel with
it, or angular e.g. gearbox tilted/skewed from the crankshaft axis (see Figure 1). Any
misalignment of the gearbox causes the clutch to be pulled out of line or damaged,
reducing service life.
The following checklist will help to prevent or correct misalignment:
• All mating surfaces should be clean and clear of any debris
• Route all pipes, cables, etc., clear of the crankcase to gearbox joint – a trapped earth
strap or cable tie is sufficient to cause misalignment
• Any locating dowels on the engine/clutch bellhousing must be present and in
good condition
• Assess condition of pilot bearing (where fitted) in the flywheel, and gearbox input
shaft guide sleeves – any damage can impair input shaft location, causing offset.

CLUTCH

After applying a small amount of grease
to the input shaft splines, it should be
distributed evenly by sliding the clutch
driven plate back and forth a few times
on the splines before removing any
excess.

Aside from excess grease applied
during installation, there are some other
sources of friction lining contamination
leading to premature clutch wear. With
the gearbox removed, oil or fluid leaks
at the crankshaft rear oil seal, gearbox
input shaft seal and clutch hydraulic
system can be noted and corrected.
Cleaning the bellhousing thoroughly
and removing any debris from a
previous clutch failure will also help to
guard against contamination of the new
clutch.

Based on a review of recent warranty claims, Wayne McCluskey, ZFs technical
training manager, offers some advice on adhering to best practice, as prescribed
by the manufacturer. During the review, a pattern emerged of clutch assemblies
regularly being returned with faults attributable to issues during workshop fitting or
inspection, namely:
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A special grease is supplied with
Sachs clutch kits and should not be
substituted. Copper-based grease is
unsuitable; it has too low a melting point
and is not formulated to repel clutch
dust. It thickens in service, causing
the clutch driven plate to stick on the
gearbox input shaft, which gives rise to
clutch judder.

INCORRECT LUBRICATION
When installing the clutch driven plate, the correct lubrication procedure for the
gearbox input shaft splines can be summed up as using the correct lubricant and
applying it sparingly. Excess lubricant will be thrown out onto the friction linings
causing clutch slip, see Figure 2, overleaf.
autotechnician.co.uk

Around 40 per cent of clutches returned
as a result of disengagement problems
from a distorted clutch cover housing.
Using the correct fitting tools (see Figure
3, overleaf ) can eliminate this problem.
Sachs XTend self-adjusting clutches
seem particularly susceptible to careless
fitting – they are often returned adjusted
fully outwards, indicating they were
installed without use of the right tools.
In this position there is no operating
clearance and the clutch can’t be reset.

DISTORTION OF THE CLUTCH
DRIVEN PLATE
Correct support of the gearbox during
fitting is essential during reinstallation.
Driven plate distortion is another highvolume return, the maximum permitted
on a Sachs driven plate is 0.5mm.
Distortion of the plate in two positions
180⁰ apart indicates the unsupported
weight of the gearbox was suspended
on the input shaft while engaged with
the hub of the driven plate.

The UK’s ONLY OE supplier
to offer a FULL RANGE of
CLUTCH TECHNOLOGIES
TRADITIONAL KITS

DUAL MASS FLYWHEELS

Self-Adjusting Technology
High Efficiency Clutches

Individual or part of FullPACK (module)
Flexible Flywheels

HYDRAULICS

CONVERSION KITS

Clutch Release Cylinder
Concentric Slave Cylinder
Clutch Master Cylinder

TRAINING AVAILABLE
As vehicles continue to evolve in technical
complexity, there is a clear need for
technician training to develop and
maintain best practice in the workshop. In
response to this demand, ZF Services UK
provides OEM-level technical training to
the aftermarket, visit www.zf.com/uk to
find out more.

FIGURE 2: Clutch pressure plate
overheated due to clutch slip

FIGURE 3: Use of correct tools
prevents clutch fitting problems

2CT DOUBLE CLUTCH TECHNOLOGY
Schaeffler provides an OE repair solution
for dry double clutch systems with its
LuK RepSet 2CT. Each kit includes a
double clutch module and all necessary
components required to change the
clutch efficiently, while minimising
costly errors and creating profit
opportunities.
2CT kits are available for Audi, Seat,
Skoda and Volkswagen 1st and 2nd
generation DSG transmissions, Ford
Powershift and Renault EDC. A kit for
Fiat will soon be available for the 350Nm
engine.
Double clutch technology is
increasingly popular with both vehicle
manufacturers because of its impact
on emissions and fuel economy, and
driveability. Despite well-established
automatic and CVT transmissions being
available, the double clutch is growing
its market share steadily.

CLUTCH

Like every clutch, a dry double clutch
system is subject to wear and tear, so
as their popularity grows it is vital that
independent garages learn how to
repair double clutch equipped vehicles
to remain competitive – garages should
not turn away this significant profit
opportunity.
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Special tools are necessary for the
accurate removal and installation of a
double clutch. Unlike a conventional
clutch, which is bolted directly onto
the flywheel, a double clutch is tightly
mounted onto the input shaft of the
gearbox.
Schaeffler has developed specific LuK
RepSet 2CT kits for each transmission
system, and all engagement levers
and bearings, required shims, guide
autotechnician.co.uk

sleeves, snap rings and securing bolts
are all included inside the 2CT kit box.
Currently, the complete range consists
of six LuK RepSet 2CT kits, along with
corresponding Dual Mass Flywheels
(DMFs) and special tools.
The DMFs for double clutch
transmissions are available from all
LuK stockists, and they can be installed
without special training or tools.
However, it’s important to follow certain
steps prior to removing the transmission
as errors could cause potential problems
that can prove costly. In contrast, LuK
RepSet 2CT kits are only available to
mechanics that have attended and
are certified on the LuK IMI accredited
double clutch training course that fully
explains a professional, accurate removal
and replacement of the new system on
all double clutch transmissions using
the LuK special tools.
A modular tool system has been
developed to give workshops flexibility
if they are a specific vehicle specialist or
an all-makes repair centre. A basic tool
kit will work with all transmissions to
press the clutch into its correct position.
Additional vehicle specific module tool

sets can be added to accompany the
basic tool for the removal and correct
setup of the system. Tool sets for VAG
(seen here), Ford and Renault are
available and one for Fiat will soon be
added. The Fiat special tool resets the
anti-backlash spring within the DMF,
which becomes de-adjusted as soon as
the gearbox is removed. If the DMF isn’t
replaced at the same time as the clutch
it must be reset, which requires a large
amount of force, otherwise the gearbox
cannot be refitted and the flywheel will
be damaged.
The Schaeffler 2CT technical training
includes instructions on the operation
of the system as well as the profit
opportunities available to the
independent garage taking on this type
of repair. Most importantly, the correct
removal and installation procedure for
each 2CT is demonstrated ‘hands-on’
using the special tools.
More information on LuK double
clutch technology and Schaeffler
training packages can be found on the
REPXPERT garage portal.
✆ 01432 264 264

Are you legally compliant?
AUTOTECHNICIAN CONSIDERS THE BEST WAY FORWARD WHEN VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY AND
REPAIR PROCESSES ARE EVOLVING AT BREAKNECK SPEED
It’s a given that finding underlying
faults nowadays requires thorough
system knowledge, the right test
equipment and an understanding of
what results to expect when you begin
your investigations. Have we now
reached a point where it is impossible
to accommodate all vehicles that
come through the workshop doors?
When you consider the costly range of
tools and ongoing training required to
undertake more complex diagnostic
work across the board, it does not
seem feasible that small businesses

Frank Massey, trainer and owner of ADS
Automotive, says: “I have often been
asked what I consider to be the biggest
diagnostics challenge we currently face
and my response over many years has
not changed very much – training and
skills development. However, today I
find my position very different for many
reasons and I find no compromise in
my answer as it represents evolution!
Technical compliance is my answer.

“Most of all we are just going to have
to change our ways, and fast. A simple
example, how many out there are
removing DPFs because the customer
cannot afford the correct repair process?
Or conducting cleaning methods that
simply return all the pollution back into
the atmosphere? You may think I’m an
old fart, but like Noah, I’m building my
ark. So, should you!”

“Where do I start on this subject?
My view is that most garage owners,
perhaps 80%, really don’t have an indepth knowledge of diagnostics, they
don’t know how to capitalise on it and
they don’t know how to segregate
it from their main business and use
it as a niche product or service. The
situation is going to get worse before it
gets better too, because technology is
moving too fast for all of us and over the
years there has been a lack of focus on
development and training in this area.
“Specialisation is the name of the game:
Diagnostics can be very lucrative, but
it must be approached in the right
manner. I don’t believe you can be
working on all makes and repairs and
have all the adequate equipment to
actually access and carry out repairs in
an efficient and effective manner and
leave yourself a profit.
“For me it’s about focusing in a particular
area and becoming a true champion.
A lot of garages have various pieces of
equipment, but they can only make it
do half of what it could do at best. It
also boils down to knowledge – the
ability to interpret the data from this

We ask independent repair
experts Frank Massey and
Andy Savva for their thoughts
on the fast-changing landscape
of vehicle repair…
equipment that you have. Knowledge
can never be substituted with any piece
of equipment, regardless of the cost or
who makes it. I think generally people
think they can buy a generic piece
of equipment that covers 80% of the
market in terms of vehicle parc, but then
it really doesn’t go in-depth. You need
to buy OE diagnostic equipment which
very few people have.
“The first step in making money from
diagnostics is recognising the value
of what you are providing – garages
often don’t know how to charge for it
and they are afraid of actually justifying
a five minute or ten-minute scan. In
the consumer’s eyes they are being
charged £60-£70 for five minutes, “just
tell me what the fault code is and I’ll get
it repaired somewhere else.” You really
have to explain and justify what you are
doing and why you are doing it.

“You need to do the groundwork.
It’s no good saying: “Oh I can do
diagnostics, I’m a specialist.” You
need to have the foundations
and the infrastructure in place
to be able to do that. And that’s
where many people fail. They say
they are a specialist and it takes
five minutes to go in there and I
have to tell them they’re not.”
autotechnician.co.uk

DIAGNOSTICS & TEST EQUIPMENT

“I sense with great concern, a political
storm brewing, regarding emission
legislation, both petrol and diesel; the
ability to conform with a vast current
and new range of high-tech vehicle
innovation. Asset management is vital,
and by that, I include the demands of
special tooling to match dealerships
and even they don’t possess all they
need! Workshops need to commit to
staff training and legal compliance
– the reluctance of many techs, who
won’t inconvenience themselves for
knowledge gain, is disappointing. The
internet genie will not fill the gap,
craftsmen earn their reputation from
years of experience – learn from them!

Andy Savva,
aftersales expertise,
business strategy
and industry speaker
and vice-president
of the Independent
Automotive
Aftermarket Federation, IAAF:

will be able to cater for all for much
longer. Specialising in marques
and services and promoting this
expertise to customers is becoming
more commonplace, as is charging a
‘diagnostic fee’ for taking an initial look
at a vehicle with an elusive fault.
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LOWER
HARDWARE
COST
ARE YOU PREPARED FOR ADAS CALIBRATION?
Independent garages need capable diagnostic equipment to compete with main
dealers as advancing technology dictates the simplest of services and repairs, such
as basic settings, adaptions and coding required after replacing components. Service
functions, such as oil depletion, electronic handbrake, condition based service, DPF
regeneration and adaptive top-up are just a few functions once considered dealeronly operations.
Vehicle manufacturers have once again moved the goal posts, with today’s vehicles
using radar sensors and cameras connected to Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS), which require calibration following any accident repair and many simple
repairs including steering and suspension replacement and even after adjusting the
tracking.

DIAGNOSTICS & TEST EQUIPMENT

Hella Gutmann Solutions (HGS) provides a multi-brand solution to this challenge,
covering over 92% of the UK car parc. Its mega macs range of diagnostic equipment
each include the ability to calibrate camera/radar-based driver assist systems used
with the latest ADAS technology. The units come with a free technical support service,
two years’ warranty and software with no time-out.
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✆ 01295 662 402

Hickleys is now the exclusive UK
distributor of the latest GScan
diagnostic equipment. The
GScan Tab builds on the features
and applications of the existing
GScan and the GScan 2 at a lower
hardware cost.
The GScan products have
specialised in Asian vehicle
diagnostics for many years, offering
OEM software for Kia and Hyundai
and coverage across all other
manufacturers. Hickleys says: “The
GScan Tab can be truly considered
as an ‘all makes’ diagnostic tool
with the rapid growth of European
software coverage, whilst retaining
their market leading position
in Asian vehicles, this is further
complemented with the impressive
coverage of American vehicle
manufacturers.”
The tool operates using Bluetooth,
connecting to a Windows-based
tablet, laptop or computer. The
software is said to give in-depth
capabilities on a large range of
makes and models and is updated
three times per year.
The GScan Tab is supplied with
one year’s software and once the
subscription period has finished,
the tool will carry on working with
all same functionalities. Further
purchases of an annual software
package will include three further
updates, with no penalties for
catching up on missed software
updates.
✆ 01823 328 531
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CLOUD-BASED DIAGNOSTICS
A new breed of diagnostic tool was launched before Christmas
by Nebula Systems, a member of the RAC Group of Companies.
MECH5.com provides flexible, cloud-based diagnostics,
removing the need for costly hardware and software updates.

Users gain access to real-time information and automatic
updates every time they login online. The system comprises a
small ‘MECH5 VCI’ – a Bluetooth OBD Vehicle Communications
Interface – plus a pay-as-you-go internet subscription.
Microsoft’s Azure cloud gives MECH5 flexibility that will
embrace cloud connectivity to other platforms for technical
data, technical support and eventually parts ordering.
Coverage will initially closely follow the DEC Superscan scan
tool, which is part of the Nebula Systems core tool-set.
Andrew Steer, CEO of Nebula Systems, said: “We’re enabling
the democratisation of diagnostics, making this technology
available to everybody from the small independent garage,
up to nationwide dealerships. There’s no longer any big outlay
required and technicians can also work from any device, even a
smart phone if they really want to!”
Garages can register for a free demo account at
www.mech5.com. Let us know how you get on…

DIAGNOSTICS & TEST EQUIPMENT

Nebula Systems was formed in 2014, combining the expertise
of Maverick Technology and DEC Automotive of Argentina,
to work on next-generation cloud-based diagnostics and
data systems, and was acquired by RAC in March 2016. RAC
Telematics managing director Nick Walker anticipated this
would, “lead to the RAC moving from a reactive, to a proactive
and ultimately predictive breakdown service”.

PREVENTION BETTER THAN
THE CURE
Breakdowns due to battery faults are common and a huge
inconvenience to vehicle owners, so battery maintenance
and checks should be a top priority for technicians, says Ring
Automotive.
Henry Bisson, Ring’s marketing manager, says: “There is no
doubt that vehicle batteries perform better than ever before.
But, as we expect more from our vehicles, we also place extra
strain on the life and performance of our batteries. This means
that we need to give batteries more care and attention.”
Ring provides several workshop tools to support battery care
and regular battery health checks, including handheld battery
analysers to diagnose any faults within the system.

NO NEED TO TURN JOBS AWAY
Delphi’s DS-FLASHTM Pass-Thru package provides independent
garages with comprehensive ECU re-programming capability
through access to vehicle manufacturer data, without the need
for expensive dealer-only tools and software.

DIAGNOSTICS & TEST EQUIPMENT

The kit is fully compliant with Vehicle Manufacture (VM)
programming requirements and comes complete with a DSFLASH™ VCI, cables, battery support unit, licence keys and a
laptop PC pre-configured for VAG Group, BMW, General Motors
and Toyota. Delphi offers technical support and training not
only for the equipment, but for the registration to the VM web
portal, as well as installation and use of the VM software.
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Garages using DS-FLASH™ will be able to perform dealer-level
diagnostics, download software updates including those for
emission-related ECUs, update Digital Service Records and
access OE technical data and service schedule information.
The equipment is designed to enable independents to directly
compete with the dealer network and attract new customers
by promoting their increased capability.
“Under block exemption, VM dealer networks are no longer
in a position to keep lucrative servicing and repair work for
themselves,” explains Gail Flint, UK category manager fuel
injection and service, Delphi Product and Service Solutions. “It
has levelled out the playing field, so to speak. Whilst vehicles
will still have to be serviced and repaired to manufacturerapproved standards, independent garages with Delphi’s
DS-FLASHTM will now be able to do it themselves. They’ll
be able to compete on service with the main dealer and
they’ll also have a distinct competitive advantage over other
independents who don’t have the same access. That’s hugely
significant in today’s competitive marketplace.”
Delphi plans to extend coverage of its DS-FLASHTM to more
brands in the coming months.
 Lisa.Caswell@delphi.com
autotechnician.co.uk

Ring suggests three key preventative checks: A start power
test measures voltage drop during engine start to identify
any battery issues; an alternator check tests the recharging
performance of the vehicle alternator and a battery cranking
test measures the battery’s cold cranking performance to
determine engine starting ability.
Ring’s RBAG700 Analyser reviews a battery’s ‘health’ and gives
a printed summary of the analytics that can be shared with
colleagues and the customer. The tool stores the results of up
to 80 vehicles and offers specific settings for SLA, AGM and
EFB. The tool will test most battery types, including Start/Stop
batteries. It can also be used as part of everyday tests to make
sure there is enough life in the battery for vehicle diagnostics
and software updates.
✆ 01132 132 000

NEW GENERATION KTS
Ensuring that a job is done right first
time is vital if you are to retain customers
and with vehicles now requiring a
diagnostic tool for around 90% of garage
visits, even for simple service functions,
you need to choose an aftermarket tool
that can keep up with OEM technology.
The new generation of KTS diagnostic
tools from Bosch, the KTS 560 and KTS
590, now include technology which
is currently only available on OEM
diagnostic tools. One of the new features
is parallel channel communication,
allowing communication to more than

one CAN system simultaneously to
facilitate a faster diagnosis. Because of
the increased speeds involved, OEMs are
increasingly using parallel channels to
carry out programming and diagnosis.
Using parallel channel communication
allows the new generation of KTS to
work like the OEM solution to perform
PassThru. A garage no longer needs to
purchase several OEM PassThru pieces
of hardware to cover the range of cars
that they are likely to work on. The KTS
560/590 has been proven to be able to
support PassThru on at least 14 OEMs
with testing on other OEM vehicles still
ongoing. The user can connect the KTS
560 or KTS 590 to the car, enter the OEM
portal with a laptop, access the updates
required and send the updates from the
portal to the car through the KTS.

The KTS 560/590 are the first
independent aftermarket products with
Diagnostics over Internet Protocol (DoIP)
capabilities, working up to 200 times
faster than high speed CAN. This reduces
upload times considerably. DoIP is being
used by OEMs, using specific pins in the
OBD socket to establish connection. The
KTS automatically identifies and links to
the correct pins for DoIP.
The new generation KTS includes faster
oscilloscope sampling rates (KTS 590
only), increased multimeter bandwidth
and improved resistance to dust and
water.
Subscribers to ESI[tronic] 2.0. can
perform all traditional scan tool
functions but it also offers more
complex features such as wiring
diagrams, component locations and test
plans, technical service bulletins and
service data. Current subscribers will
not have to purchase a second licence
if they upgrade their hardware to a new
generation KTS 560 or KTS 590. New
subscribers have a range of diagnostic
packages to choose from.
✆ 08448 920 115

DIAGNOSTICS & TEST EQUIPMENT
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CAN network fault
case study

BY JAMES ETHERINGTON,
VDS PERFORMANCE, SURREY

Figure 1: Network topology

Figure 2: Comforts Network clearly in trouble

AUDI A3 TDI 2009: CENTRAL LOCKING NOT
WORKING, SINGLE DOOR NOT OPENING

At this point, a replacement door lock was ordered and fitted,
this restored the locking operation of that door but the key fob
still didn’t work. Possible causes could include a bad battery,
faulty remote or simply a remote that requires re-programming
to match the vehicle.

This A3 came in as the central locking was not operating from
the key-fob and the OSF door lock was not working. A quick
fault code scan revealed the following fault codes – driver’s
door lock actuator implausible signal and incorrect key
adaptation.
These were noted, saved and then cleared and the central
locking operated, via key lock as the remote function was still
not working. I did this a few times to assess what was and
wasn’t working and then re-checked the fault memory – the
same fault codes were stored.

WORKSHOP FIX

Consulting the manufacturer’s information site to obtain
the relevant wiring diagrams and system topology (network
diagram) is a must with this kind of job, to ensure that you fully
understand how the system functions, what components are
in the system and the relationship between them, see Figure 1.
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The central locking system operates on the convenience CAN
network (at speeds of 100mbps) and consists of the following
control units: a main comforts system control module,
individual door control modules (four in this case), parking aid,
auxiliary air heater, trailer detection, HVAC display panel. It is
interconnected to the on-board power supply control module.
Wiring checks were carried out at the faulty door lock to check
for basic power supply, ground and signals to rule out a wiring
fault. A common problem on these is for the wiring loom to
break in the conduit in the door shut. The same wires were
then load tested to double check for integrity.

autotechnician.co.uk

The above basic checks were carried out and an attempt to reprogram the key fob made, but this was unsuccessful.

A TROUBLED NETWORK
Checking the comforts system network via the scope revealed
an interesting waveform and highlighted that the network was
in trouble, see Figure 2.
Further investigation of the network diagrams highlighted
the relevant control units on that network. Using the
communication data blocks on VCDS it is possible to check
the network status of each module, represented by values
of ‘1’ meaning correct communication or ‘0’ meaning no
communication to or from that module. Handy, as usually the
easiest way of detecting a faulty module within a network is to
gather a list of modules within that network (via the topology
diagram or installation list viewed diagnostically from the CAN
module) and then to disconnect each module in turn, until the
network comes back online.
Studying this data revealed a lack of communication with the
HVAC unit – now you may be thinking what does the HVAC
control panel have to do with the central locking? Nothing,
initially, but the HVAC control panel is also connected to the
comforts CAN network and this lack of communication could
be causing the limited functionality and preventing the key
signalling being broadcast or successfully received on the
network.

Figure 3: Post repair waveform showing Comforts Network
back online

BATTERY DIAGNOSTIC TOOL
WITH BUILT-IN PRINTER
STOCK No.
64583

Figure 4: Replacement HVAC display panel restored
Comforts Network
Removing and disconnecting the HVAC unit restored the
comforts network to ‘2 wire’ mode and allowed the key reprogramming procedure to be carried out.
A new replacement HVAC control panel was then ordered
and fitted and the network status double checked. A fix
was confirmed as it now had ‘2 wire’ status, the HVAC was
displaying a ‘1’ status when viewed on VCDS and a correct
network waveform was viewed on the scope, See Figure 3.

We visit James at his Surrey workshop to get advice
for readers considering opening their own workshop,
see page 44.

ALLOWS QUICK AND EASY DIAGNOSTICS OF 12V
VEHICLE BATTERIES CHARGING SYSTEMS
AND CRANKING ABILITY
UNIVERSAL UNIT TESTS FLOODED LEAD ACID, AGM
FLAT PLATE, AGM SPIRAL WOUND
AND GEL BATTERIES
CAN PRINT TEST RESULTS IMMEDIATELY OR STORE
ON BOARD FOR DOWNLOAD TO PC AT A LATER DATE

Strength in Quality

THE NEW AXONE NEMO
The AXONE Nemo is the latest diagnostic tablet to join TEXA’s range of
products and is understood to be the first diagnostic tablet to have a
magnesium body, which is extremely strong, but light. This allowed TEXA to
install the fastest micro-processors because of its excellent heat dispersal. It is
built to the Military Standard 810G, is water resistant and even floats!
The interface is designed to be very user friendly, has a wide 12-inch screen,
a Quad Core processor and Wi-Fi and Bluetooth Connectivity allows users to
easily move around the vehicle.
The IDC5 operating system is now faster and guarantees quicker
communication with vehicle’s control units. The graphic interface of IDC5
has been designed to resemble the latest consumer applications, simplifying
maintenance and repair procedures and creating a more intuitive work flow.
Functions include: Automatic Vehicle Search; Solved Problems (Powered
by Google) that allows you to access TEXA’s database to search for repair
procedures that have been used by technicians around the world; TGS3s
Global System Scan – an automatic function that scans all the diagnostic ECUs
on a vehicle and alerts the technician to any problems; and Wiring Diagram
Detail links the error read from the control unit and the corresponding
component on the wiring diagram.
 sales.uk@texa.com

SNAP-ON USERS GAIN ACCESS
TO QUICK TIPS
Snap-on Diagnostics provides 24-hour
access to online Quick Tips – a series of
free videos that provide an overview
of a specific issue, for example, an
alternator ripple test – and a video
demonstration with advice on how to
approach it.
Have you ever tried to reset the service
interval on a Volkswagen or Audi but
the service light has remained on?
A Quick Tips video covers this and
explains that it might be down to the
flexible service reset system included
by both manufacturers, but there is an
easy way to clear the alert and reset the
service schedule.
When you connect a Snap-on
diagnostic tool to the vehicle, choose
Scanner, System Menu and Instrument
Cluster then follow the prompts to
allow the tool to identify the vehicle’s
ECU. Once that stage is complete,
choose the Service Reset Functions
option to allow the tool to collect more
information from the vehicle.
One way to clear the alert is to choose
the Reset SIR option, alternatively,
choose the option for Mileage Since
Last Oil Service and you’ll see a screen
with the figure currently recorded
by the system. You can simply enter
an updated figure, go through the
confirmation prompts, and you’re done.

DIAGNOSTICS

View the Quick Tips videos at
www1.snapon.com/diagnostics/
uk/Training-andSupport.htm before
selecting a diagnostic tool and clicking
on See Training.
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 techsales.uk@snapon.com
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THE RIGHT OILS AND ADDITIVES WILL REDUCE EMISSIONS, ENHANCE FUEL
ECONOMY AND PREVENT PREMATURE WEAR – THE INCORRECT OIL WILL CAUSE
ALL SORTS OF PROBLEMS, WHICH WILL RESULT IN A DAMAGED REPUTATION!

Will oil save or kill your turbo?

Oil problems are the main cause of turbocharger failure. BTN Turbo – the world’s largest independent
turbo distributor – explains what goes wrong and how to avoid it

Full Range of
Automotive
Chemicals

For over 40 years, BTN Turbo has examined countless
dead turbos and this experience has clearly identified
three oil-related turbo killers: oil leaks, oil starvation and oil
contamination. Any leak that cuts off or drastically reduces
the supply of oil to the turbo bearings will cause problems.
Running a turbo without oil for five seconds is as harmful as
running an engine without oil for five minutes.
Oil starvation can be the result of leaks or other faults, such
as blocked or kinked oil feed pipes, but the cause can also be
outside the oil system. The oil seals at either end of the turbo
bearing shaft rely on positive air pressure to keep them in
place. A faulty or missing air filter, or insufficient exhaust back
pressure, will result in either too much or too little air pressure,
the oil seals start to leak and the bearings are starved of oil. The
turbo will be damaged and ultimately fail.

Discover the
chemical world
of LIQUI MOLY.

Then there’s oil contamination. This isn’t simply about dirty oil.
Certainly, old oil with carbon, sludge, or tiny particles of silicon
gasket sealer will score the turbo shaft bearings and shorten
turbo life, but contamination can also occur because the
wrong oil has been used.
autotechnician.co.uk

OILS, LUBES & ADDITIVES

Today’s turbos are complex, but they’re still inherently reliable.
Less than 1% of turbo failures are due to a fault with the turbo
itself, over 90% are oil-related. Correct, clean oil is vital for
turbos. A turbine shaft spins up to 6,000 times every second
(an amazing 360,000 rpm), in temperatures of up to 950°C,
and is protected by just a thin film of oil on the shaft bearings.
Any problem with the oil will damage the bearings or oil seals,
inevitably leading to turbo failure.
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HELP ENGINES WORK AS THEY SHOULD

VAG-SPECIFIC MOTOR OILS

Revive boasts extensive knowledge in vehicle emissions
systems, like turbos, intercoolers, exhaust gas recycling
(EGR) valves, diesel particulate filters (DPF), and
environmentally-friendly performance chemicals designed
to clean the turbo and improve efficiency.

Engine lubricants play a significant role in achieving the EU
emission standard regulations, currently EURO 6, which became
mandatory for all new vehicles produced from 2014 onwards.
Comma has introduced two new low viscosity VAG-specific oils,
Eco-VG and Pro-VLL, which contribute to fuel saving and emissions
reduction.

Revive treatments are water-based, non-toxic, noncorrosive and non-flammable fluids, which clean engine
systems that are experiencing problems caused by soot
and oil build-up. The treatment is sprayed into the vehicle’s
intake system before the turbo inlet, whilst the engine is
running.
As the fluid passes through the engine system it locks on
to built-up, oily/carbon deposits and strips away a surface
layer. These carbonated particles are carried away out
through the exhaust system, without blocking catalysts and
filters.
Three doses of the treatment cleans the turbo and other
engine internal components, helping to restore fuel
economy, regain lost power and reduce emissions. Variable
nozzle/vane technology can be a major cause of turbo
problems due to sticking vanes; Revive helps remove soot
and oil from the mechanism to restore normal treatment.
The Revive cleaning process can be performed before a
service, which allows a vehicle to be checked over and
filled with clean oil.

OILS, LUBES & ADDITIVES

✆ 01225 701 920
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VM APPROVALS
LUKOIL Lubricants is one of the largest lubricant and gas
production companies worldwide, supplying a wide
range of products that meet the advanced operating
requirements and specifications of vehicle manufacturers.
Vehicle approvals include BMW, VW Audi Group, MercedesBenz, Ford and Renault. A VRM Oil finder tool is available on
its website to ensure the correct oil is used.
Call Platinum International to find your nearest stockist.
✆ 0161 876 3374
autotechnician.co.uk

The fully synthetic Eco-VG 0W-30 has a lower viscosity, flowing
more readily at low temperatures, and circulates faster around
the engine for quicker protection of moving parts. It provides
enhanced protection for catalytic converters and Diesel Particulate
filters, fitted as standard on EURO 6 compliant vehicles.
It is designed to provide exceptional piston cleaning to reduce
blow-by gases passing the piston ring pack and degrading the oil.
New Comma Pro-VLL 0W-30 is a very specific, fully synthetic
engine oil, suitable only for Volkswagen group vehicles requiring
the VW 506 01, 506 00 and 503 00 specifications. It has been
specially developed for vehicles with Pumpeduese engines
running on LongLife service regimes, predominantly VW Touareg
and LCVs, such as VW Transporters.
It maximises the oil change intervals according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations, while the low viscosity helps to
reduce friction, which enhances fuel economy and reduces CO2
emissions.
These latest introductions once more emphasise the need for
technicians to select precisely the right engine-specific oil for
every application.

autotechnician.co.uk
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IF YOU’RE NOT INCLUDING CABIN FILTER REPLACEMENT AS PART OF A
SERVICE – WHY NOT?

DON’T MISS AN OPPORTUNITY TO PREVENT A
HEALTH HAZARD AS PART OF A SERVICE

EXPANDING RANGE OF OIL, FUEL AND AIR
FILTERS FOR CARS AND LCVS

Independent workshops pride themselves on offering
excellent levels of customer service but there is one area where
main dealers are outperforming their independent rivals – a
main dealer will always replace a vehicle’s cabin filter as part of
a service; in the aftermarket, this rarely happens.

OE manufacturer MAHLE has recently introduced more
passenger car and light commercial components into its
filtration range.

A cabin filter removes pollen, diesel particulates and bacteria
from the air entering a vehicle’s cabin. Active carbon filters
also remove odours. Typically, a cabin filter should be
replaced every 12-15,000 miles, in line with standard vehicle
manufacturer guidelines. For many applications, both standard
and active carbon filters are available to fit, while, often,
‘premium’ vehicles will only be fitted with an active carbon
option.
Sticking to service intervals or having a cabin filter replaced
regularly can help prevent health hazards, as well as
mechanical issues. Regular replacement can help those who
experience hay fever, as well as individuals with respiratory
issues, such as asthma. Explain to your customers that a
clogged filter can create up to 10 times the pollution levels of
outside air.

FILTERS

Motaquip says there are three main arguments put forward
by technicians for not replacing cabin filters: 1) Customers
won’t pay for them. That excuse should be dismissed – if the
damning health figures are shown to customers and the
benefits clearly and simply explained to them; 2) Some techs
don’t know the location of a cabin filter and, if they do, they’re
usually unsure of how long it will take to be fitted; 3) Garage
owners have said that to compete for and win servicing work,
they exclude cabin filters from their quote to keep costs down
– in this instance, they should offer the replacement as an
additional job.
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The Motaquip range of cabin filters are constructed from
premium quality materials to ensure longevity. The firm
provides fitting instructions for a wide range of vehicles, which
are normally included in the box and available online. Most
cabin filter replacements are straightforward and should take
no longer than 15-30 minutes.
autotechnician.co.uk

Passenger car applications include the spin on oil
filter, OC1254, which fits a range of Hyundai and Kia
applications, including the Hyundai Tucson and i30, Kia
Cee’d and Sportage, all of which use the 1.6-litre engine.
This filter also fits the 1.4-litre engine in the i20 and
Venga. Another addition, this time to the fuel filter range,
is KL942, an I-Line filter with electrical connector for
Mercedes-Benz A Class and B Class 1.5-litre applications.
MAHLE has also introduced two air filters, the panel
air filter, LX2035, for Renault Twingo and Wind 1.1-litre
petrol and the cabin air filter, LAK1123, for a range of
Mazda applications, including the 2, 3 and CX3 1.5-litre,
both petrol and diesel versions.
For LCV applications, the KC261D spin on fuel filter fits
Ford Ranger and Mazda BT50 2.5 and 3-litre applications,
while the I-Line filter, KL949 complete with electrical
connector, fits the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter, Vito and
Viano 1.8 and 2.1-litre diesel, as well as several passenger
car references.
✆ 0845 688 5007

Australia
calling
The Australian government has a recognised
need for more trained motor mechanics, and
Blighty’s a prime hunting ground. British techs
and their families – attracted by the salaries, job
prospects, respect for the profession and let’s face
it, the weather – might be tempted by a new life
in the sun. But do the facts stack up?
There’s no doubt that Australia has a shortage of trained,
competent mechanics. At the time of going to press, the
Australian government’s website’s list of in-demand occupations
included Automotive Electrician, General Motor Mechanic,
Diesel Motor Mechanic and Motorcycle Mechanic. In terms of
jobs for partners or friends wishing to accompany you, there are
plenty of other occupations in demand. If your partner’s job isn’t
listed, they could still apply to emigrate via sponsorship from an
Australian employer who wishes to offer them a job.

OVER TO YOU

Given the skills shortage and the distances many Australian
motorists have to travel for repair across a diverse and often
challenging landscape, it seems there’s a healthy respect
for the profession there too. But being appreciated isn’t the
only perceived benefit of emigrating. It’s claimed that Aussie
technicians can expect an improved salary bracket with, on
average, an extra £7,000 per annum in wages (£26,000 versus
£19,000). The working week is broadly similar too, at 41 hours for
the average Australian motor tech. What’s not to like?
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The process itself of migrating to Australia can seem quite
daunting. The Australian government’s website is the place to
start. Be wary of sites that appear to be official as many are not,
they are selling you a service and should, legally, state as such.
Having said this, many would-be emigrants do choose to pay
a specialist agency to assist them in completing the required
steps. This can be expensive and doesn’t guarantee success but,
in theory, it should take away some of the ambiguity and stress.
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THE PROCESS IN SUMMARY:
• Check your profession is on the Skilled
Occupation List (SOL) and note the reference
number
• Check you meet the eligibility requirements of
the visa subclass you are interested in
• Undertake a skills assessment that meets the
requirements of the relevant assessing Authority
for your occupation
• Complete an Expression of Interest via the online
system ‘SkillSelect’
• If you are invited to apply for a Skilled Migration
Visa you’ll have 60 days to lodge your visa
application, including being able to prove you
meet the skills assessment
Skills assessment: The skills assessment enables the
Department of Immigration and Border Protection to
judge whether you have the required level of skill in your
chosen profession to practice in Australia. Mechanics
must prove they can make an immediate contribution to
the skills shortage. The assessment must be undertaken
before completing the Expression of Interest.
Visa requirements: There are a few different types of visa
you could find yourself eligible for, depending on your
circumstances. If it’s the Skilled Independent Visa you’re
applying for, there are a number of criteria to be met.
For example, you must be under 50 years of age, have at
least competent English, score at least 60 on a Points Test,
and meet the health and character requirements, as well
as following the process as described in the summary
above.
It’s suggested that you don’t apply for jobs in Australia
until you have your visa. And if you do go, don’t forget
the sunscreen.
For more information, visit www.border.gov.au

BRITISH TECHNICIANS ARE IN
DEMAND DOWN UNDER – WE
LOOK INTO THE HOWS AND
WHYS AND SPEAK TO CALLUM
CASSERLY, WHO UPPED STICKS
AND MADE THE MOVE TO THE
GOLD COAST

The numbers game
• The UK has two mechanics for every
square mile
• Australia has one mechanic for every
30 square miles
However, much of Australia is unpopulated.
What else can we use as a measure?
• There are 18 million registered motor vehicles in
Australia, against 34.5 million in the UK.
So, Australia has fewer vehicles but, when you take
into account the vastly different populations:
• Australia has 78 vehicles per 100 people and the
UK has 54 vehicles per 100 people.
So the Aussies have more cars per person requiring
maintenance and repair.
• In terms of the number of registered vehicles, the
UK has around 165 vehicles per mechanic, and
Australia has 183 cars per mechanic.
And what about wages and the cost of living?
• Australian mechanics typically earn £26,000 £39,000

Weather comparison
• Temperatures and rainfall vary
greatly across the territories
• In Sydney, Northern Australia,
there’s a summer high of 26o and
a winter minimum of 8o. There are
104 clear days a year and annual
rainfall is similar to the UK.
• In contrast, Adelaide in Southern
Australia, has highs of 29o, winter
lows of 7o, and only 87 clear days
a year. However, there’s far less
rainfall, with 551mm per annum.
• Wherever you make home in
Australia, you are pretty much
guaranteed more sunshine across
the winter months.

OVER TO YOU

• UK mechanics’ pay scales tend to be lower at
£13,000 - £28,000
• The cost of living varies greatly between
the Australian states and this should be a
consideration when you decide where to base
yourself. Generally, the cost of living is cheaper
in the UK, with London being the most obvious
exception.

autotechnician.co.uk
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Ready for a new adventure?
CONSIDERING TAKING ADVANTAGE OF
AUSTRALIA’S SHORTFALL OF GOOD
TECHNICIANS? WE SPEAK TO CALLUM CASSERLY
WHO DID JUST THAT AND MOVED FROM THE
SCOTTISH LOWLANDS TO THE GOLD COAST OF
AUSTRALIA BACK IN 2015
Callum started out as a
Vehicle Systems Technician
with Mercedes-Benz
in Hamilton, a town in
the central Lowlands of
Scotland. After completing
a four-year apprenticeship,
which culminated in Callum
being awarded Apprentice
of the Year, it was time to
take on a new challenge
at Caterpillar, working on
heavy plant vehicles.
One year later, an
opportunity arose to open
up his own workshop, IMS
Engineering (Scotland),
alongside his brother,
who had also trained in
automotive engineering. They specialised in engine rebuild and
repairs and continued to expand through uncertain economic
times in the UK, Callum recalls: “Running our business allowed me
time to pursue my other interests away from mechanical repairs
and one interest that really took off for me was modelling. I found
myself successful in both catwalk and photo shoot modelling both
in the UK and in Los Angeles. I have continued this work over in the
Gold Coast, doing a number of photo shoots for Prada.

How did the idea of emigrating overseas
come about?

OVER TO YOU

“I had watched a programme online about the East coast of
Australia, with its amazing beaches and lifestyle. This inspired
discussion with friends on Facebook who had moved to other
parts of the world, they told me to just go for it. I did some online
research, found Mercedes-Benz on the Gold Coast, sent my CV off
then went to bed! In the morning, I had an email inviting me for an
interview. A few phone calls at 3am followed and within two days I
was heading off on my first trip to Australia.
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I now have a ‘457 work visa’ (the Australian Subclass 457 Work Visa
allows Australian and overseas employers to sponsor an immigrant
worker to enter Australia for up to 4 years to engage in skilled work
– Ed). After a period of time, I can change this for a residency visa.”

How different is the pace/quality of life?
“The ethos on the Gold Coast is one of ‘work hard, play hard’. Days
start early and I usually spend my evenings after work relaxing in
the hot tub out back! The major benefit of the good weather is you
can plan for outdoor fun at the weekend – heading off in the boats
and jet skis to one of the local islands for swimming, snorkelling
and picnics.”

What are your future plans?
“I know the importance of keeping my qualifications up to date
and I will continue to do this. Beyond that, I am an adventurer, so
I will continue to enjoy the journey I have started and who knows
where it will lead. Travel is the only thing you can buy that can
make you richer.”

“When I finally arrived at the Airbnb room I had booked from the
UK, I was lucky to find myself in the home of a very nice family who
helped me find my way around those first few days. I went for my
interview and having the European qualification, I was offered the
job, to start on the Monday! Of course, I couldn’t start so soon as I
had things to tie up at home first. I basically jumped back on the
plane, threw out all the stale bread in my house, packed my shorts
then flew back to start my new adventure.”

Without wanting to invoke too much jealousy,
what do you do for fun?

How did you find the process of obtaining
a visa?

Can you offer any advice to readers who are
considering a move overseas?

“I have been very lucky to have a large franchise behind me – a
great advantage when applying for a working visa. The process was
very smooth, although the three month wait seemed like a year!

“Keep yourself up to date with training and your European
qualification will be greatly appreciated by companies in Australia.
If you do make the move, enjoy your networking – it will open
up new experiences and help you to meet your new friends. Also,
have a great time exploring a new country!”
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“I have a genuine interest in all things mechanical and this extends
into my hobbies, which includes building and racing saloon cars
and bikes – I can now add jet skis and boats to that list since
moving to Oz! I enjoy mountain biking and have had a lot of fun on
the many trails, particularly around the Nerang area.”
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Become the master of
your own destiny
SURREY TECHNICIAN TAKES STOCK TWO YEARS AFTER OPENING HIS OWN INDEPENDENT WORKSHOP

Do you put in the hours at your
employer’s workshop, perhaps keep up
with training in your own time and at
your own expense? Think you have a
better rapport with customers and could
run things better? You may be planning
to set up your own business and many
of you will have done this years ago – we
visit James Etherington, who, after years
of planning to have his own workshop,
picked up the keys to his own place in
2015.

WORKSHOP VISIT

James spent ten years working as
a master technician within a Surrey
independent and is now celebrating his
second successful year running his own
business – VDS Performance in Redhill,
Surrey. He specialises in VAG work, but
also offers general service and repairs,
air conditioning servicing, diagnostics,
Superpro suspension upgrades and will
soon add 4-wheel alignment to the list.
James took the one-bay unit on as a
starter workshop to get the business off
the ground, but this is just the first step
within a long-term plan.
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“I’ve always had a passion for cars, which
I get from my Dad – he came from an
era where you fixed things up yourself,”
James says. “In my teens, I’d help him to
service cars on the driveway”. This handson experience sparked an interest in how
things work, so when he finished school
he went on to study motor vehicle
engineering at East Surrey College for
two years and spent his weekends
autotechnician.co.uk

helping out a fast-fit for some extra
cash. After completing his course, he
spent a further two years at the college
focussing on motorsport. “We took a
stock hot hatch, bare shelled it, prepped
and painted it then two of the guys took
their race licence so we could take it out
on the track...When this course finished,

This is when James began to seriously
consider starting up his own workshop.
“Some people like being employed,
they like that security. Others want to
be their own boss. It was always my
goal, but never really thought I could
achieve it. But the longer I thought
about it, it began to feel like an option.

“I started my business with the tools I already owned and just £15,000 in the
bank, which came from the sale of a property I had originally wanted to
keep as an investment. The money soon went on equipment and I decided
to get tyre fitting equipment on finance as I was offered a good deal by a
local rep. When I was looking around for workshops, I found some nice units
but they were very expensive and required substantial deposits, which would
have left me short of money for equipment. I decided to start with a smaller,
fully equipped workshop and work my way up from there”.
I ended up working in the training
workshops – setting vehicles up and
helping out with the race cars. It was a
brilliant experience but it was removed
from the real world.”
“I then started work at a Volkswagen
specialist down the road and was there
for over 12 years and worked my way
up to manager. We were such a closeknit team and we provided a good
service to our customers. I thoroughly
enjoyed it, especially in the early years,
but the role changed. Over time, my
employer and I began to have differing
viewpoints on training and the direction
of the company with regards to new
technologies”.

I got myself into a position where I
could do it and did it!”
James set out to provide his customers
with a high level of customer service,
he says: “They appreciate that they
deal with me directly and it’s my
name above the door… There’s more
trust because their dealing with the
person working on their car, whereas
sometimes (in a larger workshop) things
get lost in translation between the
workshop and the office.” Being a oneman band, of course, has its downsides,
with distractions being a major one.
James explains: “You’re in the middle
of a job – sometimes a simple one,
sometimes a technically challenging
job – the phone rings and you want

SETTING UP
SHOP
Before you hand your notice in,
do your research and consider:
• Suitable premises – search for
units and MOT garages for sale
or rent. Think about parking,
passing customers and visibility.
• Finance – Existing garages
for sale are likely to include
equipment in the price. If
you are starting from scratch,
consider leasing deals for ramps
and equipment and how to
finance any diagnostic tools you
will need from the outset.

to answer it because you don’t want to
lose the work, but there’s times when
you can’t walk away as you might make a
mistake that will cost time and money.”
James spends between ten and twelve
hours a day at VDS because there’s so
much to do. When we visit him, he’s
currently got seven jobs on the go, but
busy is good. He’s certainly put in the
hours over the last 18 months, “If you
worked it out pro rata, you’d think ‘Is it
worth it?’ Financially, it’s probably not,
but I’m not looking at the short term.”

WORKSHOP VISIT

So, what’s the master plan? “I’d like to
be out of here in a couple of years, into
a bigger workshop. Keep building the
business, getting busier, expand the
reputation. Ideally, I’d have a couple
of ramps and a couple of floor bays,
separate office and somewhere nice for
people to wait. The plan is to get another
fully qualified tech, someone to take the
strain off me. Once the premises and
overheads are paid, more staff should
equal more money.”
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Within five years he’d like to take a
side step from the everyday work and
have staff take on the more physical,
mechanical work so James can
concentrate on the diagnostic, electrical
side, which he’s particularly interested in.
“I’d like to get into training or consultancy
– I don’t really want to be scrabbling
around on the floor doing oil changes
when I’m 50! It’s important you keep the
business though, to keep you in touch
with what’s going on, especially at the
rate it’s moving now.”
Has he ever thought of giving up on the
dream? “It’s easy to lose sight of what
you’re trying do sometimes, with the
long hours, low pay and working on
your own for large periods of time,” he
confesses. “There have been times when
I’ve thought, ‘Shall I just go and get a
job’? But then you get a good night’s
sleep and you realise why you’re doing
it. I genuinely love what I do. I was very
fortunate at the age of 16 knowing what
I wanted to do and I’ve stuck with that
for my whole career.”

We ask James if he has any words of advice for readers who are
thinking of starting up on their own:
1 Research everything thoroughly – competition, location, equipment,
where your work will come from, labour rate, etc.
2 Promote yourself as much as possible. Social media and a good website
are essential.
3 Network – speak to an accountant, insurance rep, tool rep, other garages/
technicians for advice – every day is a learning curve!
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• Identity – Have a clear vision of
what you will offer customers,
which will set you apart from
existing garages in the area.
Don’t try to be all things to
everyone, play on your strengths
and interests.
• Get advice – Seek expert help
in areas you are not comfortable
with – bookkeeping, marketing,
legal issues, etc.
Being a highly skilled and
knowledgeable technician AND
running a successful business is
a formidable task, but one which
can bring great personal and
financial rewards if well planned
and carefully executed.
Email nicola@autotechnician.
co.uk if you’d like to share your
story.

The turbocharger people

BTN Turbo is the only UK supplier of all major turbocharger brands. Technical helpline available for diagnostic information on 01895 466663 or www.btnturbo.com.

New products, fitment guides
& practical tips

VITAL SAFETY CHECK
Non-silicone based brake fluids absorb moisture over
their service life, which reduces braking efficiency. As
the level of moisture in the fluid increases, the boiling
point lowers and the fluid cannot safely perform its
vital function. Brake fluid should be regularly tested
and the most accurate method is to measure its
boiling point. Most vehicle manufacturers recommend
that brake fluid is changed every two years.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

The Laser Tools Brake Fluid Boiling Point Tester works
on all grades of brake fluid. The bright LCD screen
clearly shows the temperature the brake fluid has
boiled at and recommends whether it should be
replaced or not.
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Use the supplied syringe to collect a sample of brake
fluid from the reservoir, then place this into the
small glass container. The probe from the device is
placed into the fluid, you select the required grade
of brake fluid on the device, then start the test. When
completed, the boiling point of the fluid is displayed,
plus the standard dry and wet boiling points for the
grade being tested. If “OK” is displayed, the brake
fluid is within the safe range; if the warning symbol
is displayed, brake fluid is going out of range and
replacement is recommended; if the ‘X’ symbol is
displayed, brake fluid is out of range and must be
replaced immediately.
You can then offer your customer accurate information
with a clear recommendation on how to proceed. The
accuracy and calibration of the device can be easily
checked by testing the boiling point of clean water.
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PRACTICAL STORAGE FOR OILS
Keeping various oils to hand in the workshop is
essential and LIQUI MOLY has introduced a spacesaving solution into the UK which has proved
popular in German workshops for many years.
The metal cabinet has space for either twelve
20-litre canisters or eight 20-litre canisters and two
60-litre barrels. The canisters are stored lying down
rather than standing up which means they can be
taken out quickly and without the risk of dripping
oil – if some do drip, it will land in the galvanized
collection tray beneath. The door has pockets
for storing additional labels, oil guides and other
documents. The cabinet is also lockable.
With around 4,000 items, LIQUI MOLY offers a broad
range of automotive chemicals: Motor oils and
additives, greases and pastes, sprays and car care,
glues and sealants.

NISSAN MICRA K13 CHECK
Autoelectro, the largest independent
remanufacturer of rotating electrics, has
urged technicians servicing the Nissan
Micra to check for a ‘burnt out’ starter
motor following a vehicle recall.
The push-start ignition switch on the K13
series (2010-onwards) has a known fault,
which can cause the switch to remain in
the pressed position and not return after the engine is switched on. This can
result in the starter motor not disengaging from the mesh and burning out.
Additionally, a separate recall was issued for the vehicle’s ignition coil, as it was
not built to the correct specification, leading to poor starting.
Autoelectro has highlighted some useful signs that technicians should look
out for when working on specific models, including a blue colour on the gear
shaft and pinion area, as well as rattling inside the starter motor when shaken,
indicating components have exploded. Also, a burning smell from the starter
motor, because of a potential electric insulation leak, should be investigated;
damaged pinion teeth or a broken nose cone could be the beginning of a
significant problem, too.

CORROSION TESTS ENSURE
DURABILITY
Comline ensures its steering and suspension
range can withstand tough, winter conditions
by subjecting its components to extensive
salt spray testing and protecting them
by using a coating process known as
‘cataphoresis’.
As opposed to traditional methods, which
are only 50-60% efficient due to dripping
or paint loss, cataphoresis coating uses an
electrical process with anodes and offers 99%
efficiency. This significantly increases the level
of protection from freezing or hot conditions
and dramatically reduces the likelihood of
corrosion during the natural contraction
or expansion of components at varying
temperatures.

✆ 01274 656 101

✆ 01582 578 888

Technicians should also look out for burnt or discoloured wiring from the
solenoid to starter body, and a burnt or shrivelled label.
This latest technical bulletin is one of several hundred that Autoelectro
supplies free of charge to its online subscribers.

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

The Bradford-based remanufacturer boasts 30 years’ experience and
knowledge, and supplies a range of starter motors and alternators, supported
by excellent stock availability and a next-day delivery service.

While road gritting ensures safer motoring, it
plays havoc on vehicle parts, but Comline’s
parts are primed to deal with these corrosive
conditions, by using extensive salt spray
testing during the manufacturing process.
Test specimens of each part are placed in
an enclosed salt spray testing chamber and
subjected to a continuous, indirect spray of
a salt water solution. This acts as a proving
ground for corrosion resistance, which
translates to real-world durability in even the
most punishing driving conditions.

autotechnician.co.uk
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SAFE REMOVAL OF
SUSPENSION BOLTS
Removing a rusted or locked suspension bolt is a joyless
task, especially if using a ratchet wrench. It usually requires
the application of penetrating fluid, or blasting the area
with a torch, which can cause damage to the surrounding
areas, and yourself!
The Mini-Ductor® Venom™ handheld induction heating
tool heats metal parts in seconds using invisible, flameless
heat and is ideal for this kind of task – removing seized
hardware in a much quicker and safer way than traditional
naked flame heating. Mechanics do not need to run the
risk of using a torch which could damage the rubber ball
joint, or the surrounding area.
The Mini-Ductor® coils come in different diameters to suit
different nut sizes.
A step-by-step guide can be found on
www.autotechnician.co.uk.
✆ 01953 859 138

SPECIALIST SWITCHES FOR MERCEDES
Valeo Service UK introduces 14 new steering column
switches and four clock spring and steering angle sensors,
specifically designed for Mercedes models, reflecting the
company’s specialism in this area.
The 14 steering column switches cover several models in
the Mercedes vehicle parc including: A-Class, B-Class, C-Class
mk1, C-Class mk2, CLK, E-Class, Sprinter, Vaneo and Vito
mk2. The new clock spring and steering angle sensors cover
C-Class mk2, A-Class, B-Class, Sprinter, A-Class, B-Class,
C-Class mk2 and CLK.
The clock spring enables the steering wheel to turn
while maintaining the electrical connection
between the steering wheel’s electrical
systems, such as the airbag and is
located between the steering wheel
and steering column switch.
There are 280 part numbers in
the Valeo column switches range,
including 130 complete modules
– covering a wide European vehicle
parc.
Switches play a key role in driver safety
and therefore Valeo advises that OE quality
parts are used in their replacement. A range
of technical videos are available via YouTube
offering valuable advice and information on product fitment.
✆ 01527 838 300

FAI ON THE IMPORTANCE OF
VVT HUBS

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Variable valve timing adjusters (VVT) allow the engine to
operate in a fuel-efficient way and dynamically change the
engine timing to give optimum power/performance when
needed. This is achieved by pressure feeding engine oil into
the VVT rotor chamber, which either advances or retards the
engine timing by moving the camshaft by a few degrees from
its start-up position.
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Due to the incredibly small tolerances needed to make the VVT
operate reliability, it’s vital the engine oil used is the correct
grade/specification and free from contaminants. If not, the
engine will underperform, become noisy and eventually cause
chain fatigue failure due to excessive/erratic loading.
Due to the mechanical consequences caused by a failing/failed
VVT, FAI says it can be assumed that the VVT hub(s) will have
caused or at least contributed to a timing chain failure. Failing
to replace the VVT hub(s) during the repair will be a false
economy, as the root cause has not been rectified.
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FAI VVTs are manufactured using the OE specification material
and CNC machining processes. They are assembled in ‘clean
rooms’, which must be entered via an air lock, ensuring no
airborne contaminants can become trapped within the VVT
mechanism. Each hub is also 100% tested before packing.
Despite this costly process, FAI VVTs and kits are competitively
priced to enable a good value repair.
VVT hubs are offered as part of the comprehensive FAI Timing
Chain Kit program but are also available separately for popular
Mercedes 1.8 M271 models. They offer the inlet and exhaust
hubs as separate parts to allow more choice when carrying out
the timing chain replacement.
✆ 01525 351 800

Many combinations…
one solution.
Suitable as a direct replacement for OE beam blades, and
for upgrading conventional blades to beam technology, all
of your customers can benefit from the very latest wiping
performance with TRICO Flex. And with just 14 part numbers
covering 97% of the vehicle car parc, you benefit from
increased wiper blade sales from one compact display stand.

The versatile way to increase
your wiper blade sales

trico.eu.com
+44 (0) 1495 767700

LESS
STOC
K,
MORE
SALES

FIT HID BULBS SAFELY IN
FOUR SIMPLE STEPS
Automotive lighting supplier Ring, explains how following a
few simple steps can make fitting HID bulbs safe, while also
supporting sales.
Marketing Manager, Henry Bisson, comments: “Many models
now fit HID as standard and although it was widely reported
that they would last the lifetime of a car, it is typically three to
five years, which has made replacing them more common than
was expected.
“Changing these bulbs can seem complex when compared to
standard bulbs. The main difference is that HID bulbs have no
filament; they rely on a glass capsule in the centre of the bulb
that contains xenon gas. Two metal electrodes going into the
glass capsule allow a high voltage pulse to cross the xenon gas
in an arch shape. The voltage ignites the gas to produce the
bright white light output.
“For the bulbs to create such a bright light, the start-up voltage
that pulses across the gas to form the arch is typically up to
24,000 volts. This start-up voltage can be hazardous and this
is what puts many technicians off, however, any perceived risk
can be easily avoided if mechanics follow four simple steps.”

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Firstly, isolate the light circuit. Turn off the ignition and
headlight switch. Isolate the headlamp circuit by removing the
relevant lighting fuse. Next, leave the bulb to cool down for five
minutes. When cool, change the bulb, as you would a normal
headlamp. Remove the bulb cover, unplug the bulb connector,
then remove the HID bulb, replacing it with the same reference
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type. Once the bulb has been replaced, reverse the fitting
process remembering to re-install the fuse.
Bisson continues: “The benefits of being able to confidently
replace HID bulbs are two-fold. When mechanics realise how
simple it is, they will no longer have to turn business away and
certainly won’t be suggesting that customers go back to their
main dealer. In turn, they can promote the fitting of HID bulbs
to increase sales, leading to increased profits.”
There are four cap type references of HID bulbs; D1, D2, D3 and
D4. These all come with a suffix of R or S. Bulbs with the suffix R
are designed to work in complex surface headlamp units and
those with an S are designed to work in projector headlamps.
✆ 01132 312 00

Ask Harry
HARRY LEWIS, RMI SENIOR
TECHNICAL ADVISOR, HELPS A
TECHNICIAN WHO SUSPECTS A
FUEL SYSTEM PROBLEM ON A
VAUXHALL CORSA
Vehicle: 2009 Vauxhall Corsa D
Engine: 1.3L Diesel (Z13DTJ)
Q: A customer’s Corsa idles with no running issues and there
are no driveability issues found when driven on road with
light throttle. However, as soon as hard throttle/increased
acceleration is required (so, a higher fuel demand) the engine
management light turns on, the vehicle shuts down and goes
into restricted performance.
The car has two fault codes:
P1093 - Fuel System malfunction
P0089 - Fuel pressure regulator performance
We can’t find the source of the problem, can you help?
A. Carry out all visual and mechanical checks first, then check
the car’s service history and condition of the fuel filter for
restrictions. Also look for any fuel system leaks.
Verify the lift pump fuel pressure. If it is below the specified
value, the fuel pressure may be unable to maintain an
adequate supply to the high pressure pump under hard
acceleration.

The fault is likely to be an internal failure in the mechanical
bypass valve, situated in the fuel forward delivery line. The
bypass valve connects to the fuel return line, and can be
located in the fuel forward delivery line between the fuel filter
and the high pressure pump.
After replacing the fuel forward delivery line containing
the bypass valve, bleeding the fuel line and clearing the
fault codes, the fuel supply pressure should return to the
recommended limit, which will maintain sufficient pressure
to the high pressure fuel pump under all conditions on a
road test.

The RMI Technical Helpline is available to discuss, advise and
support you when you are experiencing problem repairs, help
you with undocumented fault codes or guide you through wiring
diagrams. For more information, please call the IGA member
helpline on 0845 305 4230.

www.dayco.com

TECHNICAL Q&A

We have the best belt for every application.

New PV Belts
Introducing the new Dayco PV Belts. The latest materials and world class
manufacturing processes provide a comprehensive range that maintains today’s
outstanding performance. The new PV Belts are customised for every application
and each belt is specifically engineered for each manufacturer and the different
requirements of every vehicle.

autotechnician.co.uk
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OIL CHANGE KITS FOR AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS
MEYLE oil change kits for automatic transmissions allow workshops to
deliver one-stop maintenance and repair services to a growing number
of car owners. A comprehensive range of 52 kits for full-service automatic
transmission oil change cover more than 5,100 vehicle applications
equipped with popular gearbox types. The kits come with a full set of
components including filters, seals, screws, drain/intake plugs, magnets
and four to eight litres of ATF depending on the applications.
Transmission fluid deteriorates over time because of the high operating
temperatures and chemical processes involved and this results in a change
of gear shift feel and eventually transmission damage. Oil changes are
recommended every 60,000 to 80,000 kilometres depending on driving
style and model. The growing number of vehicles equipped with an
automatic transmission presents a considerable business opportunity for
workshops geared up to meet the growing repair demand.
 contact@meyle.co.uk

TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO AID
THE WORKSHOP

TECHNICAL

When it comes to engine mountings,
product identification can be quite
challenging as there are 39 different
engine mounting positions for both ‘in
line’ and ‘transverse’ layouts. To enable
the accurate lookup of an engine
mounting, First Line has released easy to
identify layout diagrams for every single
part number. Available via the First Line
WebCat, MAM and shortly, TecDoc, the
diagrams help customers make sure
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they are buying the correct product,
saving them time and money.
First Line has more than 900 part
numbers in its engine mount range,
covering more than 20,000 individual

applications, but is constantly updating
the programme to ensure its customers
have access to the best possible vehicle
parc coverage. This policy is evident with
the addition of more than 60 new part
numbers during 2016 and the range
includes rubber, hydraulic and, with
the most recent addition, electronically
controlled hydro engine mountings –
these fit Audi A4, A5 and Q5 models
with TDI engines.
✆ 01869 248 484

TURBOCHARGER
REPLACEMENT ADVICE
MAHLE Aftermarket has a wealth of technical knowledge, one
specialist area is turbochargers. Its experience has enabled
the OE manufacturer and systems supplier to notice simple,
but easily overlooked, mistakes being made when fitting new
turbochargers.
When fitting a new turbocharger, there needs to be a thorough
check of the diesel particulate filter (DPF) as there could be a
build-up of extremely fine soot particulates that occur with
combustion, which may lead to the component breaking.
This could also be the reason performance issues continue
after a new turbocharger is fitted or if a new turbocharger fails
immediately.
The particulate filter has a limited uptake capacity and must
be regenerated or replaced at specific intervals. If not, the DPF
exceeds its loading limit and the differential pressure rises. This
can result in a loss of performance and malfunctions during
driving and can even lead to the turbocharger completely
failing.

Not having this simple routine in place when fitting a new
turbocharger could lead to poor engine performance and
dissatisfied customers.
✆ 0845 688 5007

TECHNICAL

Exhaust gases are continuously being filtered and if there
is a build-up of particulates, due to the excessive counterpressure, exhaust gases won’t be able to pass through the
DPF unobstructed, which can lead to a penetration of the
bearing house, stripping the oil film from the radial bearings.
This results in increased wear and can lead to calcination
and subsequent breakage of the rotor shaft. Coked residue
in the oil return line to the oil sump, pictured here, is a clear
indication of this damage.

autotechnician.co.uk
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Automechanika Birmingham 2017
WE ASK EVENT DIRECTOR SIMON ALBERT WHY WORKSHOP OWNERS AND
TECHNICIANS SHOULD VISIT THE EVENT HELD AT THE NEC, 6 – 8 JUNE
Delphi, HELLA Ltd and bilstein group. Tools exhibitors include
Draper Tools Limited, Omega, Milwaukee Tools and Sealey.
Visitors will see garage equipment suppliers including GEMCO
Sales & Service, Crypton, Hofmann Megaplan, Rema Tip Top UK
and more. For tyres and related equipment, exhibitors include
Tyresure Ltd, Yokohama Tyres, Autogem Invicta Ltd, Bartec Auto
ID Ltd, Tyre Bay Direct and Pro-Align.

WILL THERE BE ANY TECHNICAL
PRESENTATIONS/PRACTICAL TRAINING AT THE
EVENT?

WHY DID AUTOMECHANIKA DECIDE TO BRING
THE EVENT TO BIRMINGHAM?
The UK automotive industry has been crying out for a national
trade show with major parts brands and garage equipment
suppliers under one roof for many years. Automechanika was
chosen to achieve that as it is the world’s leading trade fair
brand. The response to the launch in 2016 reinforced this need.

HOW DOES THE EVENT DIFFER FROM EXISTING
REGIONAL SHOWS?
Automechanika Birmingham will be over 70% bigger in June
2017, hosting over 800 exhibitors, making it the UK’s largest
trade event for the automotive industry. Our event targets
motor factors, distributors, retailers, garage owners and
technicians. There are much smaller regional events targeted
towards technicians that exist, but there is not another UK
event which brings the who’s who of the aftermarket together.
We have over 250 international exhibitors – the offering is
much larger than any other automotive event in the UK.
There will be over 60 seminars relevant for the aftermarket and
supply chain, all delivered by expert speakers and partners.
The aftermarket seminars cover industry developments, trends,
technology showcases, business advice and insights from
market leaders. We will also launch a new Workshop Training
Zone catering for workshop owners and technicians.

CAN YOU HIGHLIGHT SOME EXHIBITORS AND
WILL ANY ‘SHOW DEALS’ BE ON OFFER?

EVENT

Over 800 exhibitors, including 250 exhibitors who are new for
2017, will showcase thousands of new products and launch
new technologies. Aftermarket exhibitors will show products
across categories including parts & components, garage and
diagnostic equipment, tools and tyres. Many will have special
show deals as well as competitions and events on their stands.
More information will be available closer to the event.
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Exhibitors showcasing parts and components include
Schaeffler (UK) Ltd, ZF Aftermarket UK, Valeo Service, NGK
Spark Plugs, MANN + HUMMEL (UK) Ltd, Denso Sales UK,
autotechnician.co.uk

Aftermarket seminars will cover industry developments and
trends and will be delivered by industry experts including
Frost & Sullivan, SMMT, The IMI, IAAF, Autodata, Denso Sales UK,
Melett Limited, TRW & ZF.
New for 2017, the Workshop Training Zone hosts two exciting
elements and caters for workshop owners and technicians:
Technical Talks, where industry experts such as James Dillon,
Frank Massey, Andy Crook and Peter Coombes, will give
technical advice and training specifically for workshops. The
second element is the Interactive Workshop, which will provide
practical demonstrations and one-to-one advice from the
speakers and partners including ACtronics, Bartec, Delphi,
ECOBAT, HELLA, The IMI and other industry leaders. The new
Workshop Training Zone is in association with Autotechnician
magazine and sponsored by ACtronics – it really is a mustattend area for all workshop owners and technicians.

CAN YOU SUM UP HOW A WORKSHOP
OWNER OR TECHNICIAN WILL BENEFIT FROM
ATTENDING?
Plan to spend more than one day and get great deals from
suppliers, see live technical action and get practical advice
from expert speakers!
Register for a free ticket at
www.automechanika-birmingham.com.

6-8 June 2017
NEC Birmingham

The UK‘s leading exhibition
for the automotive aftermarket
and supply chain

250
EXHIBITORS
NEW
FOR 2017

See over 750 quality exhibitors.
Network with new and existing suppliers at the event which will be
70% bigger than 2016, including exhibitors from the UK and abroad.
Choose from aftermarket seminars delivered by industry leaders
from Frost & Sullivan, the IAAF, the IMI and the NTDA.
Topics will cover industry trends, advanced IT and connectivity,
business management, skills training and future drives.
Experience our new Workshop Training Zone, hosting
talks and live demonstrations from the likes of Frank Massey,
James Dillon and Andy Crook covering new technologies in
diagnostics and connectivity, battery technology, diesel engines,
ADAS, tyres, and hybrid and electric vehicles.
Find out more at www.automechanika-birmingham.com

Product categories include:
»

Parts & Components

»

Garage Equipment & Tools

»

Consumables

»

Accessories

»

Wheels & Tyres

USE THIS LINK TO REGISTER FREE NOW AT REG.BUZZ/MARCH06

Automechanika Birmingham has been licensed to Forest Exhibitions Ltd by Messe Frankfurt GmbH

In association with

Training opportunities
A HANDS-ON APPROACH
TO LEARNING IN PRESTON
Frank Massey will be running a one-day
‘Ignition systems Diagnostics - Failure,
Diagnosis & Repair’ course at his training
workshop in Preston on Saturday
1st April.

HOW WILL YOU SCORE ON THE
AUTOTECH TEST?
Autotechnician magazine has compiled a series of online
assessments for Autotech 2017, alongside our Technical
Partner, Peter Coombes of Tech-Club, and the first is now
available to take at www.autotechnician.co.uk.
Hundreds of you took the tests throughout 2016 to see
how you’d score when faced with multiple choice questions
covering vehicle systems, diagnostic procedures, component
knowledge and theory and we have several assessments ready
to test your vehicle knowledge and fault-finding skills.

TRAINING

Thanks to our sponsors ACtronics and Dayco, and with the
help of our Technical Partner Tech-Club, we can provide the
assessments free of charge to independent technicians. Simply
head to www.autotechnician.co.uk, click on the Autotech tab
and register, or sign in if you have completed any tests before.
Once you have completed all the multiple-choice questions,
your score sheet with the highlighted answers is instantly
emailed back to you, along with supporting training material to
help you see where you may have gone wrong.
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*All those who take the first test of Autotech 2017 will be
entered into a prize draw to win £200 cash, tax-free. A random
entry will be drawn when the second test goes live this Spring.
autotechnician.co.uk

This course covers rotating, double-ended coil and coil on plug
systems. The four critical elements: burn time, primary current
ramping, coil ringing and firing line load, are all explained with
the aid of a scan tool, where possible, and an oscilloscope.
Not all misfires are caused by ignition failure. Know how to
separate other causes, understand how the ECU compensates
for different fuel and load conditions. The following courses are
also planned at the Preston venue:
2nd April

Introduction to Oscilloscope

6th May

Common Rail Part 1- Mechanical & Hydraulic
Diagnostics

7th May

Common Rail Part 2- Electrical Diagnostics

3rd June

Direct Petrol Part 1- Mechanical Diagnostics

4th June

Direct Petrol Part 2- Electrical Diagnostics

✆ 01772 201 597

ADVANCED DRIVER
ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS
SEMINARS
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems, ADAS, are set
to shake up vehicle repair as an increasing number of
vehicles enter the independent workshop and ADAS
systems require recalibrating following simple suspension
repairs and damage to the safety systems themselves.
Previously seen as ‘dealer only’ work, this is very much
a growing opportunity for independents to retain
valuable work.
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems are designed to assist the
driver in driving the vehicle and improve car safety. They avoid
collisions, alert the driver to potential problems, implement
safeguards or even take over control of the vehicle. They are
one of the fastest growing segments in automotive electronics
and the list of systems that is included in ADAS is long and
growing – such as adaptive cruise control, automatic parking,
navigation, collision avoidance, drowsiness detection, driver
monitoring, forward collision warning, intelligent speed
adaption, lane departure, pedestrian protection, traffic sign
recognition and many more.

ADAS relies on inputs from multiple data sources including
camera systems, LiDAR laser systems, radars, image processing
and multiple computer inputs from the in-car network.
Whenever these systems are disturbed or vehicle repairs are
carried out, the ADAS systems need recalibrating.
Before ADAS repairs and calibrations are carried out it is
essential that the vehicle alignment is checked and corrected
on highly accurate 3D alignment equipment because the
vehicle position and wheel alignment is critical to the correct
operation of the ADAS.
Hickleys, Bosch and Texa are running a series of technical
presentations on wheel alignment and ADAS calibration. The
afternoon presentations and demonstrations will explain the
rise in ADAS, the advantages and opportunities of offering

3D wheel alignment and ADAS calibration, the equipment
required and the payback scenarios available.
The dates and locations are:
8 March

2pm - 5pm

GTG Training Centre,
Wolverhampton

9 March

2pm - 5pm

Bosch Service and Training
Centre, Uxbridge

15 March

2pm - 5pm

Hickleys, Castle Street,
Taunton

16 March

2pm - 5pm

Training 2000, Blackburn

Register at www.hickleys.com or contact Nicky Summers on
✆ 01823 328 531.
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Are we living in a Fast and
Furious daydream?
DAVE’S PASSION FOR DRIVING IS REIGNITED BY A CAR THAT COMBINES THE BEST
OF THE PAST AND PRESENT

: PERFORMANCE TUNING

This month’s performance article is somewhat inspired
by something I read not long ago that was posted on
Facebook, which captured my imagination and instantly
transported me back to my youth.
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It was a brilliant article illustrating the memoirs from a US
air force pilot by the name Brian Shul, who was soaring
80,000 feet above the Nevada desert close to Mach 3 in
the cock pit of none other than, in my humble opinion,
probably the most iconic and certainly my favourite
aircraft of all time – the SR-71 Blackbird. An aircraft that
needs little introduction amongst us closet aircraft geeks,
the full operating specs are still classified to this day.
You may be wondering why this article inspired me and
remind me of my childhood. Well, I used to gaze up at my
bedroom ceiling at my numerous Airfix models, dreaming
of one day flying above the clouds in an SR-71 Blackbird.
Sadly, it was a dream I would not realise, but instead found
myself growing up, working at my dad’s garage and being
around iconic fast cars, like the Sierra Cosworth, Lancia
Delta, E30 BMW M3, MK 2 Golf GTI, Peugeot 205 GTI…
proper drivers’ cars that were great fun to drive, but in
today’s standards are incredibly slow. I can remember
the unmistakable smell of leaded 4-star petrol and
hydrocarbons, which undoubtedly fuelled my passion for
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tuning cars and helped shape and inspire what ADS is all
about today – high octane performance tuning!
However, if I’m being honest, my desire for driving cars
has somewhat diminished and the flame in my heart has
gone out. Every day I get to drive some of the fastest cars
on the planet – the Audi RS6 C7 with over 700bhp, stage 3
Porsche 997 GT2 turbo – but it doesn’t really blow my skirt
up as it should! It’s because they’re just too good and to be
brutally honest, my 83-year-old neighbour could drive one
equally as fast as I could with little or no worry. The really
simple things I used to enjoy, like wheel spin and fighting
for traction in the bends, have all but disappeared. DSG
transmission, AWD, Traction control is now so effective,
you could train a chimpanzee to do a hot lap in a modern
car, and where’s the fun in that? Although cars have
become so unbelievably fast, they just lack the sheer fun
I remember when I used to joy ride cars for the fun of it,
driving modern cars has become more like playing on a
PlayStation, boring!
We appear to be in some post-apocalyptic Fast and
Furious daydream and all kids want to do is to see how
fast you can make a car go in a straight line over a quarter
of a mile, personally I would rather watch paint dry. It’s
not my idea of how driving a car should be, but I guess

between your eyeballs popping out of your head
is so fast, all you end up doing is waving your left
arm around, like holding onto a bull on a dog
lead. Secondly, it’s the most fun I’ve had in a car
since drifting Sapphire Cosworth on Southport
beach when I was 10!

One of the other reasons I have become somewhat numb to
the sheer speed achievable in modern cars is the fact I ride
motorbikes. My last bike was a Suzuki GSXR 1000, which simply
defies all logic of what’s possible on public roads. It has a power
to weight ratio close to that of an F1 car, pretty cool I know, and
lots of fun. Sadly, it’s just not all that safe and now that I have
multiple offspring and a beautiful wife to care for, my bike has
been somewhat reluctantly sold. To really quench my thirst for
power and speed is going to cost me a small mortgage and the
truth is, after constant reinvestment into the business, I simply
can’t afford to buy the car I want. Nissan GTR, Audi RS6, stage 3
TTRS maybe, stage 3 Golf R… I don’t know, I can’t make up my
mind, or can I…

This engine is absolutely ludicrous and now
with a REVO stage 2, REVO carbon air intake, full
Milltek exhaust and Sachs racing clutch, it kicks
out a whopping 420 bhp! Let’s just take stock
for a moment, here we have a modern car which
is kicking out 420 bhp, is front- wheel drive,
manual… it just breaks all the laws of physics
and makes you rethink what’s possible in a
hatchback that’s the same as a Mk 2 golf GTI.

I refer back to the article I read about Brian Shul rocketing above
the earth in his SR-71 at speeds the likes of you and I could never
truly begin to comprehend. When he was asked if it was fun to
fly the jet, he replied: “Fun would not be the first word I would
use to describe flying this plane. Intense, maybe. Even cerebral.” I
never knew what he quite meant by that, until now.
Recently we had not an unfamiliar car in the workshop, the
brand-new SEAT Leon Cupra 280, which is equipped with the
mightily impressive EA888 engine and a manual box. Yes, that’s
right, a manual box! I tip my hat to the man who suggested
putting a manual box into this platform because for starters,
it’s completely useless. The speed needed to select each gear in

It goes back to pure basics, whilst encompassing
all the benefits from a hot hatch from the mid
80’s and being propelled from an engine that
surely belongs to science fiction. All harnessed
by an electronic sports differential, which
can only be described as witchcraft, allowing
unbelievable grip, even when accelerating out of
corners.
Hand on heart, I can honestly say that this
SEAT Leon Cupra 280 FWD now with a few ADS
tweaks, is quite honestly the most fun I’ve had
in a car for a very long time. Is it the fastest? No.
Does it wheel spin? Yes. Is it completely safe? No,
but boy is it fun to drive. Bravo SEAT and ladies
and gentleman, welcome back to the glory days
of pure driving pleasure!

: PERFORMANCE TUNING

coupled with modern day road congestion and slightly over
zealous law enforcement, who can blame them? I’m often asked
at work, ‘What’s the bhp?’ ‘What’s the 0-60 time?’ I just stand
there shaking my head and thinking to myself, you haven’t a
bloody clue. What happened to driving a car because of the way
it makes you feel?

BEN LAUNCHES NEW FINANCIAL
HEALTH CAMPAIGN
Ben, the not-for-profit organisation that partners
with the automotive industry to provide support
for life to its people and their families, has launched
a new campaign around financial health and
wellbeing.
As the post-Christmas credit card bills hit, that’s when things
can become tougher for people and that’s when they may
need to seek Ben’s help. The new campaign has launched in
line with Blue Monday – said to be ‘the most depressing day
of the year’ due to debt, winter weather, and post-Christmas
blues. This said, mental health charity, Mind, has countered this
with #BlueAnyDay, which is based around the premise that
depression isn’t dictated by one single date.

“Top reported concern for
automotive people in 2016
was low income”

Ben has seen an increase in demand and its figures for JulySeptember 2016 showed a 51% increase in requests for help
from the quarter before, which included calls to the helpline,
emails and referrals from other organisations. During this time,
49% of requests for help to Ben were from people concerned
about their finances.
Furthermore, the top financial concern for people contacting
Ben last year was low income. In fact, low income accounted
for 71% of financial-related requests for help last year – this is a
huge increase of 541% on 2015! Other key concerns for people
last year were housing arrears, money management and debt.

FREE BUDGETING TOOL
In response to these findings, Ben has launched a budgeting
tool on its website www.ben.org.uk. A wealth of other
information about debt management and budgeting is also
available, alongside a benefits calculator.

SUPPORT

Zara Ross, Chief Executive of Ben, says: “It’s very important that
we talk about financial health as this is a key part of a person’s
holistic wellbeing. The fact that it is consistently the biggest
concern for our clients means that the industry needs to
understand this is an issue. Just last week our Prime Minister
Theresa May highlighted the link between debt and mental
health. This is why, at Ben, we talk about the importance of
holistic health and wellbeing, because one problem often has a
knock-on effect on other areas of a person’s life. The four pillars
of health and wellbeing (financial, social, physical and mental)
are inextricably linked.
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“Over the past few months, we have also seen an increase in
demand for our services, so we felt that it was important to
extend our helpline opening hours, so we are now open from
8am-8pm every day, including Fridays. We look forward to
providing even more information and advice on financial health
and wellbeing to the automotive community over the coming
months to help people deal with the challenges they may face.”
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Ben is an integral partner to the automotive
industry, working to improve the health
and wellbeing of the workforce, reducing
absence, improving productivity and raising
morale. Ben also works to help people in the
automotive industry, and their families, deal
with the challenges that life brings.
NEED HELP & ADVICE?
Call Ben’s free, confidential helpline today on 08081 311 333,
Monday – Thursday 8am – 8pm, Friday 8am – 8pm.
www.ben.org.uk

April 25 - 27th
NEC BIRMINGHAM

PREPARE FOR THE
ROAD AHEAD
The Commercial Vehicle Show 2017
Our industry operates in a world where change is constant and uncertainty
is a fact of life. The ability to see all the latest vehicles, related products and
services - and to talk face to face to the people who supply them, all in one
place – is therefore ever more vital.
That’s just one of the many reasons why a visit to the Commercial Vehicle
Show 2017 is a must for anyone who wants to plan for whatever lies on the
road ahead. See you at the NEC Birmingham, Tuesday 25th – Thursday 27th
April 2017.
@TheCVShow

Get your FREE ticket
Register today
www.cvshow.com
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